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Abstract
The ability to read is the most important skill in a person’s life. Learning to read is
emphasized in elementary school with the belief that mastering this skill early will result in the
ability to read most texts in secondary school. As a student matriculates through school,
secondary teachers are focused on teaching their content while integrating literacy skills when
necessary or maybe not ever. This research focuses on science teachers and their attitudes
about literacy integration, specifically using the think-aloud reading strategy to teach disciplinary
literacy. It builds upon the work of Shanahan and Shanahan (2008, 2010, 2011), Ness
(2009/2016), McCoss-Yergian and Krepps (2010), Moje (1992, 2008, 2008), and Rainey,
Maher, and Moje (2020). The researcher conducted a case study involving two science
teachers in a rural Minnesota school from October to November 2021. During the two-month
investigation, the researcher interviewed the teachers about their attitudes and perceptions
about literacy integration. After the initial interview, the researcher observed the participating
teachers multiple times including observing the teachers attempting to utilize the think-aloud
reading strategy in their classrooms. After observations, the researcher interviewed the teachers
again to discover if their attitudes around literacy and the think-aloud reading strategy had
changed. Following the analysis protocols from qualitative experts, the researcher memoed all
data and created codes. From those codes, the researcher produced three main concluding
statements: science is experience; to read like a scientist, one must think like a scientist; and
experiences influence literacy integration. These conclusions revealed why these science
teachers hesitated to integrate literacy and the various challenges they had when including
literacy strategies.
This research seemed to affirm the researcher’s research question and could have
implications for teacher professional development and teacher preparation courses. Research
should also continue to explore how to integrate the think-aloud reading method in nontraditional ways in various content classrooms.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Background of the Study
In 2010, many states adopted the then newly created 21st Century Common Core
standards. These new standards were to reflect the changing needs in the business world that
focused on collaboration, critical thinking, inquiry, communication, digital literacy, and
disciplinary literacy. Being literate is important. And since the majority of the reading a person
will encounter in society is informational, it is important for students to learn how to read all
types of texts. The problem, however, is just because new standards require secondary
classroom teachers to teach reading does not mean that these content teachers have the
resources or training to teach reading effectively. To make matters more complicated, general
professional development classes tend to focus on general content reading strategies that seem
to simply add more work to a teacher’s day and take away from what the subject teacher is
gifted in, which is teaching content. One must ask how secondary content teachers can teach
their content with fidelity and also instruct students how to read their subject.
One main obstacle to integrating literacy in content classrooms is the confusion between
content literacy and disciplinary literacy. Fang and Coatoam (2013) explained that content
literacy, a concept that had been emphasized for years in teacher professional development
workshops, expects students to "use generic literacy skills and strategies to help them extract
and remember information from texts in all content areas" (p. 628). Disciplinary literacy,
however, has different goals. Reading instruction with disciplinary literacy in mind wants to
develop students' "ability to engage in social, semiotic, and cognitive practices consistent with
those used by content experts" (Fang & Coatoam, 2013, p. 628). The goal of using the
disciplinary literacy reading model is not to make mini historians, mathematicians, or scientists.
Rather, the advantage of utilizing disciplinary literacy in the classroom, as Moje (2010)
explained, is the ability to prepare students to be critical thinkers. Disciplinary literacy is a form
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of "critical literacy" because it helps students understand "how knowledge is produced in the
disciplines, rather than just building knowledge in the disciplines" (Moje, 2008, p. 97).
Understanding how to read, write, and share knowledge in specific disciplines is much more
than using content literacy strategies that are designed to help with more general reading tasks.
Even if one embraces the need for disciplinary literacy in his or her content classroom,
the concern of time still remains. Content teacher must have time to teach their content and
integrate how to read their content. Rather than trying to invent something new, one could use
an old strategy – one that is most commonly utilized in elementary school for learning how to
read. This is the think-aloud reading strategy. A think-aloud is a “metacognitive technique or
strategy in which a teacher verbalizes thoughts aloud while reading a selection orally, thus
modeling the process of comprehension” (Block & Israel, 2004, p. 154). Unlike oral reading
where students are reading passages with a teacher, with a partner, or reading the same
passage several times, the think-aloud reading strategy reveals the cognition process of reading
and how one comprehends what is read.
Because of the emphasis of learning how to read, the majority of research around the
use and effectiveness of the think-aloud reading strategy is in the elementary setting. From an
analysis of research, one of the most recent studies about the impact of the think-aloud reading
strategy being implemented in a secondary classroom was conducted by Fisher, Frey, and Lapp
(2011). Their study included 1400 middle school students from one school, 80% of whom qualify
for free lunch, 40% of whom are homeless, and 65% of whom speak another language other
than English at home. Fisher et al. (2011) hypothesized that this school “might make progress
through the implementation of teacher think alouds as part of their school-wide literacy efforts”
(p. 232). The 95-member faculty participated in school-wide professional developments learning
about the think-aloud reading strategy in addition to “writing to learn, shared readings,
independent reading, vocabulary instruction, and Cornell note-taking” (Fisher et al., 2011, p.
234). Through weekly coaching, researchers observed eight teachers implementing the
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strategies and compared their results to eight teachers who did not receive weekly coaching.
From these data, according to Fisher et al. (2011), this study “clearly indicate that teacher
modeling of thinking results in increased student achievement and teacher awareness” and it
also demonstrated the “powerful impact of modeling for students how to use reading skills and
strategies to think through a text” (Fisher et al., 2011, p. 239). This study shows promising
results for further research around utilizing the think-aloud reading strategy in secondary
classrooms.
A final obstacle for implementing disciplinary literacy is teacher perception and attitudes.
Most content teachers live very different lives than their elementary counterparts. Rather than
developing 30-35 students for nine months, secondary teachers often have over 100 students
that they teach in a day. While an elementary teacher is trained in the mechanics of literacy, a
secondary teacher is an expert in their chosen subject matter. A content teacher may have one
class in college about general reading strategies to improve engagement in students, but they
are usually not trained in the mechanics of reading or literacy. It is especially difficult when
secondary teachers come into the classroom with the expectation that the majority of students
know how to physically read the letters on the page only to discover that there is a good
percentage of students that still struggle.
Theoretical Frameworks
This research should be classified under the pragmatist paradigm because “reality is
constantly renegotiated, debated, [and] interpreted in light of its usefulness” (Patel, 2015). In
laymen’s terms, pragmatists are researchers that utilize a “use what works” approach. But this is
strictly a basic understanding of the pragmatic paradigm. Some researchers believe that
pragmatism is misrepresented because the term has been trivialized to “do what works” in order
to advance a research agenda. Other researchers such as Greene (2009) question the use of
the pragmatic paradigm because the mixed-method approach that is often used by pragmatists
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cannot provide credible evidence. Regardless of these objections, pragmatism – specifically
Deweyan pragmatism – is the most appropriate paradigm for this research.
Deweyan pragmatism has its philosophical foundation in transactional realism which
asserts that “the mind and world are in constant interaction with each other through
transactions” (Hall, 2013, p. 17). These transactional experiences have the ability to construct
knowledge, which can then be reconstructed through other transactional experiences. Because
the environment is in flux and constantly being reconstructed by individuals, Dewey argues that
individual must engage in inquiry, as explained by Hall (2013). It is through this inquiry that one
can move toward the goal of Deweyan pragmatism, which is to go “beyond mere
experimentation to intelligent action” (Hall, 2013, p. 17). According to Hall (2017), intelligent
action begins with problem identification. Intelligent action takes place in the community where
solutions are viewed as assertions. In order for an assertion to become valid, it must
demonstrate transferability in different situations. These assertions then can shape our
knowledge. Dewey argues that “any knowledge gained, or modification made to our current
knowledge based on warranted assertions should be shared in order to improve society – a goal
of democracy” (Hall, 2013, p. 18). The researcher must clarify the conditions, causes, and
characteristics of the problem. The researcher must then collect and examine data from various
sources and be aware of his or her own biases or assumptions.
This specific study included an exploration of how teacher perceptions and attitudes
about literacy in their classrooms changed after implementing a teacher modeled think-aloud,
which could be a practical method that solves a problem, in this case, substandard
comprehension of informational texts in secondary classrooms. Like other kinds of knowledge:
language and literacy is neither within us at birth, nor created solely in school lessons,
nor defined by one social group to the exclusion of others. Instead, individuals in
everyday life who are often engaged in language-based activity and always grounded in
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particular cultures construct over time their knowledge of language and literacy. (Green,
et al., 2006, p. 658)
In general, a pragmatist is concerned with studying how people read in different settings
and for different purposes. Specifically, when approaching this research through the Deweyan
pragmatic theoretical framework, it is understood that teachers’ perceptions and attitudes about
reading are constructed from their own experiences. The researcher also affirms that each
person constructs knowledge through transactions. Teachers learn through both transactions
with other teachers and with their students. And finally, the assertion that the teacher modeled
think-aloud reading strategy could be a solution that is transferable supports the concept of
intelligent action. The assertion then can be shared with other teachers, which is a benefit to the
educational society.
Researchers that work from the pragmatist paradigm often use a mixed-method
research approach. According to Onwuegbuzie, Johnson, and Collins (2009), pragmatist
researchers will choose the mixed-methods approach because their research “relies on
qualitative and quantitative viewpoints, data collection, analysis, and inference techniques
combined according to the logic of mixed methods research to address one’s research
questions” (p. 129). Onwuegbuzie et al. (2009) continue to explain the types of design and
purposes in mixed-methods such as triangulation, complementary, development, initiation, and
expansion. This results in choosing the type of mixed analysis such as parallel, concurrent, or
sequential.
Considering this information, this study fits well with a pragmatic, mixed-methods
approach – even if the quantitative part of this research is very small. The research sought to
explore science teachers' attitudes and perceptions of the role of literacy in their classroom,
specifically how they feel about utilizing the teacher-modeled think-aloud reading strategy. This
exploration required a qualitative approach through interviews and observations. Examining if
the think-aloud reading strategy actually made a difference in the students’ reading
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comprehension is the other, minor part of this study, which required a basic quantitative
approach. Because the research required both qualitative and quantitative methods to truly
answer the research question, the mixed-methods research purpose can be categorized as
expansion. The expansion purpose asks researchers to “expand the breadth and range of a
study by using multiple methods for different study phases” (Onwuegbuzie et al., 2009, p. 129).
As for the design, this study will be using the sequential mixed analysis because the qualitative
analysis phase is conducted first, which then informs the minor subsequent quantitative analysis
phase (p. 129). This overview demonstrates the rationalization for why this research aligns well
with the pragmatist paradigm and how that determines the chosen mixed-methods research
design.
Statement of the Problem or Need for the Study
After conducting several literature reviews and a previous study in 2018, it became
apparent that there were still several holes in the research around reading strategies in
secondary education, disciplinary literacy education to teachers, and the use of the think-aloud
strategy outside of elementary education. There were so many professional development
sessions that ask teachers to learn one more method or to add on extra responsibility. This
research did not want to solve the literacy problem by shaming teachers or by expounding on
another abstract theory. Instead, it was important to find a practical solution and assuage any
possible trepidation content teachers may have about incorporating reading into their
classrooms. It was the goal that more research could expand the understanding of effective
reading strategies so that they will actually be utilized by content teachers. It was the belief of
this researcher that when teachers understand the versatility of the think-aloud reading strategy
and that it does not require extra skills to master, this could be a game-changer in secondary
classrooms.
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to explore teacher assumptions and attitudes about
integrating literacy into the science classroom, specifically the think-aloud reading strategy.
There have been countless studies on literacy since public education was instituted. However,
the idea of science literacy, or disciplinary literacy in general, is a rather new concept.
Shanahan and Shanahan (2008, 2011) conducted a study about how people read in different
disciplines. They completed a study in 2008, and then expanded upon it in 2011, that focused
on how expert readers in history, mathematics, and chemistry actually read various texts.
Through focus groups and expert think-alouds, Shanahan, Shanahan, and Misischia (2011)
discovered differences in how one reads each discipline. Shanahan et al. (2011) organized their
findings by how each discipline uses seven different reading processes: sourcing,
contextualization, corroboration, text structure, graphic elements, critique, rereading or close
reading, and interest. They concluded that each discipline reads uniquely, but that chemists
read very distinctively. Rather than being concerned about an author’s point of view, they were
focused on how valuable the information was because of how rapidly science changes.
Chemists use text structure, graphics, and illustrations to find specific information like
experiment results.
Knowing that chemists have a unique way of reading, there should be studies about how
to best teach reading in science, and yet a cursory review of the literature reveals very little. And
there are even fewer articles about the use of the think-aloud strategy in secondary schools
(teacher modeled or utilized by a student). In the past five years, many articles focued on how to
help students with disabilities, students who do not speak English as their first language, and
even articles about student perceptions of science to improve education. Many of these studies
focused on elementary school students.
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Significance of the Study
Being literate is foundational for school, work, employment, and a myriad of other
expectations in the community. Without the ability to read, everyday tasks become extremely
difficult: administering medicine to children, being informed about important dates at school or
church, or even completing a job application. In the book Teaching Children to Read, Ray and
Cooter Jr. (2015) state that “the inability to read has been listed as a health risk by the National
Institutes of Health” (p. 6). The “health risk” label is justified because of the “discovery of the
many devastating and far-reaching effects that reading failures have on the quality of people’s
lives” (Ray & Cooter Jr., 2015, p. 6). Because life-experiences for those who struggle to read or
for those who are illiterate are so incumbered, one must conclude that how teachers teach
reading is of utmost importance. Teaching this skill affects a student’s entire life; it must be done
effectively.
The initial report titled “The Condition of Education 2019” from the U.S. Department of
Education National Center for Education Statistics revealed that students seemed to be
mastering their reading skills. The reports stated:
The average reading scores for 4th-grade students in 2017 was not measurably different
from the score in 2015, but it was higher than the score in 1992. For 8th-grade students,
the average reading score in 2017 was higher than the scores in both 2015 and 1992.
The average reading score for 12th-grade students in 2015 was not measurably different
from the score in 2013, but it was lower than the score in 1992. (McFarland, J. et al.,
2019, p. 1)
After reading this report, one could believe some positive progress is happening. Further
inspection of the numbers reveals a different narrative. The report provides a percentage
distribution of reading achievement for 4th, 8th, and 12th-grade students. Scores were classified
as either Advanced, Proficient, Basic, or Below Basic. In 2017, 31% of 4th graders performed
at a Basic reading level while 32% performed at Below Basic. Eighth graders were not much
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better with 40% performing at a Basic reading level and 24% reading Below Basic. Finally, in
2015, 35% of 12th-grade students had a Basic reading score and 28% scored Below Basic.
Reading, it seems, is a struggle for many students. Specifically, the results from this report
suggest that over half (63%) of 12th-grade students did not read their coursework fluently.
After examining the current situation, a reasonable conclusion could be that reading
instruction needs to be present in secondary school. Primary or elementary school teachers
spend many hours teaching students sight words, practicing phonics, and completing exercises
that increase reading rate and accuracy. These students are being taught how to read fluently.
But around fourth or fifth grade, teachers move away from teaching how to read and instead
focus on reading to learn new material. Students in secondary school have multiple classes that
require a significant amount of reading, much of which is more complex than the reading level
they encountered in previous grades. Stebik (2008) explained that “informational texts,
expository chapters, non-fiction articles, and education-related web authorities are the tools to
enrich content area classes” (p. 87). Since informational texts are predominant outside of
school, students need to have teachers who are capable of not only teaching content but also
how to read and comprehend the content fluently. Reed (2009) found in her study that “few
middle school teachers have had formal or meaningful training in providing reading instruction
within the context of their subject area” (p. 2). Students in secondary schools, no matter what
their reading abilities are, need effective instruction that will enable them to thrive inside and
outside of the classroom. This researcher believes it is essential to must listen to teachers
explain their attitudes and perceptions about literacy instruction in their classroom including the
importance or value of literacy instruction and their competence for teaching literacy. This could
reveal reasons for not including literacy instruction. After establishing initial thoughts,
researchers can then collect reactions about using the think-aloud reading strategy.
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Research Question
I.

How do secondary science teachers’ attitudes and perceptions about disciplinary literacy
instruction contribute to utilizing new reading strategies, specifically the think-aloud
reading strategy?

Research Design
Because of the nature of this research, conducting a case study was deemed the best
option. Case studies are a qualitative approach defined as a researcher exploring “a real-life,
contemporary bounded system (a case) or multiple bounded systems (cases) over time, through
detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of information” (Creswell & Poth,
2018, p. 96). This study was specifically a collective case study, which is when a researcher
“selects multiple case studies to illustrate the issue” (p. 99).
The plan was to conduct a case study that would include up to three to four secondary
science teachers through observations and interviews. These cases would be centered around
the assumptions and attitudes that science teachers hold about reading in general and then the
effectiveness of the think-aloud strategy, specifically. The goal was to choose three to four
science teachers from either high school or middle school as the case participants. During the
fall semester of the 2021-2022 school year, the researcher would conduct interviews about their
familiarity and comfort level with reading strategies including the think-aloud strategy. The
interviews would also ask questions to uncover teachers' attitudes and beliefs about their
responsibility for reading instruction in their classroom. These interviews would be followed up
by classroom observations to discover their teaching style and classroom environment. The
researcher would then provide participants a short tutorial introducing the think-aloud reading
strategy and basic steps for utilizing the strategy in his or her classroom. After implementing the
think-aloud strategy in their classroom, a second interview would gather information about the
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teaching experience and any changed perceptions or attitudes about reading instruction in their
classroom.
The very small quantitative aspect of this study could include a pre and post-test
calculating the presumptive effectiveness of the think-aloud reading strategy in the classroom.
Students would read a “normal” science passage and then answer comprehension questions.
The scores would be tabulated to discover the percentage of correct answers. After the
teachers in the case study implemented the think-aloud in the classroom, students would
complete another reading text with comprehension questions. These scores would be tabulated
using the same method as the pre-implementation assessment and then compared to the
pretest scores. This is included in the study because the presence of data could reinforce or
contradict teacher beliefs about the effectiveness of the think-aloud reading strategy in their
classroom. If time is short, case study teachers could reveal formative assessments results in
their post-implementation interview instead.
Assumptions and Limitations
This research required to take several assumptions into account to be successful. First,
to conduct successful case studies, the researcher needs to have access to teacher
classrooms. Observations in the classrooms are vital to put the research in context. Not only
can one see how the classroom is arranged through seating arrangements and classroom
decorations to set the atmosphere, but one can also witness how instructional material is
presented to the students. These classroom observations allow the researcher to gather
evidence that supports or disproves answers given during the teacher interviews. Because of
the COVID-19 pandemic, it is uncertain teachers will be in classrooms or even if the researcher
can gain access or entrance to these classrooms.
The second assumption this research was working under was that teachers could learn
how to administer the think-aloud reading strategy effectively in the time allotted. If the timeline
holds, teachers will have only three or four weeks to give a pre-implementation reading test, be
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trained in how to use the strategy, implement the strategy at least once in the classroom, and
then give a post-test to learn the implementation effects. Whatever quantitative conclusions that
come from this research would be tenuous at best. Also, any reactions teachers offer during the
post-implementation interview would be incumbent upon if they used the think-aloud strategy
correctly. This is not to say that negative reactions to the strategy were only because of
improper or incorrect implementation. However, certain frustrations could be the result of
misuses. It would be ideal if the researcher could observe the implementation. Time limits make
this improbable.
The final assumption that could lead to limitations could be researcher bias. As a trained
English teacher, this researcher readily admits no knowledge of how to teach science. There
are numerous articles on science classroom literacy and disciplinary literacy in general that
have been reviewed. The researcher’s master’s thesis centered around using the think-aloud
reading strategy to help struggling readers. Yet, the application of the think-aloud strategy in
secondary content classrooms seemed to be relatively untested. When training these teachers
on how to use the think-aloud strategy, there needs to be assurance that bias about how
specifically the strategy should be applied is not present. The goal was to gather teacher
attitudes while they are implementing the strategy to work in this scientific environment. When
observing and interviewing the teachers, it was critical to listen with an objective lens.
Definition of Terms
Think Aloud: According to Block and Israel (2004), the definition of a think-aloud is a
“metacognitive technique or strategy in which a teacher verbalizes thoughts aloud while reading
a selection orally thus modeling the process of comprehension” (p. 154). Traditionally, the thinkaloud reading strategy is utilized in elementary school to model for student the cognitive
processes used by skilled readers to apply various comprehension strategies. It is also helpful
as a during-reading activity to help students interact with the text. This study explored the
impact of this strategy in secondary content classrooms.
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Disciplinary Literacy: Shanahan and Shanahan (2008, 2012) studied disciplinary literacy
for several years and are considered experts in this field. According to Shanahan and Shanahan
(2008), disciplinary literacy is defined as “literacy skills specialized to history, science,
mathematics, literature, or other subject matters” (p. 44). Shanahan and Shanahan continue to
define this term on their academic website saying that disciplinary literacy is:
based upon the idea that literacy and text are specialized, and even unique, across the
disciplines…Because each field of study has its own purposes, its own kinds of
evidence, and its own style of critique, each will produce different texts, and reading
those different kinds of texts are going to require some different reading strategies.
When a student reads in more specialized disciplines, disciplinary literacy tries to get
students “to grasp the ways literacy is used to create, disseminate, and critique information in
the various disciplines” (Shanahan and Shanahan, 2008, p. 44).
Comprehension: Comprehension is complex. Durkin (1978) was one of the pioneers in
researching comprehension, according to Randi, Grigorenko, and Sternberg (2008) (p. 19).
Randi et al. (2008) summarized research pertaining to reading comprehension and “identified
more than 30 cognitive and metacognitive processes involved in reading comprehension” (p.
20). Because of the complexity of skill and the different purposes and contexts of reading,
defining comprehension is problematic. Randi et al. concludes that the best definition of
comprehension stems from Sternberg’s (1985, 1997) triarchic theory called componential
reading comprehension. This theory acknowledges that comprehension is more than teaching
isolated skills in isolated situation. Instead, the componential theory of reading comprehension
“synthesizes, integrates, and balances three aspects of reading comprehension, which in
addition to memory (prior knowledge), work together contribute to an understanding of text in
almost any situation” (Randi et al., 2008, p. 28). The three aspects of reading comprehension
are:
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“analytical abilities, characterized by cognitive processes such as analysis, evaluation, or
comparison; practical abilities, characterized by application of knowledge in situationspecific tasks; and creative abilities, characterized by original thinking, invention, or
imagination.” (Randi et al., 2008, p. 28)
Fluency: When talking about improving disciplinary literacy, one must address reading
fluency. According to Pikulski and Chard (2005), reading fluency refers to “efficient, effective
word-recognition skills that permit a reader to construct the meaning of text. Fluency is
manifested in accurate, rapid, expressive oral reading and is applied during, and makes
possible silent reading comprehension” (p. 510). Fluency is directly related to reading
comprehension.
Summary
Studying literacy is vital for both teachers and students. Yet even if a secondary content
teacher is provided with every tool and professional development opportunity, if that teacher
does not feel prepared to integrate literacy in the classroom, it will not be a priority. Worse,
content classroom teachers may believe their job does not even include teaching literacy.
Research has shown that general literacy strategies do some to help students when they read
nonfiction texts, but these strategies often feel overburdensome for teachers. This study aims to
find out if using the think-aloud reading strategy to help teach disciplinary literacy makes
integrating reading in the secondary content classroom more effective and relevant. It is
important to conduct a study that not only examines the effectiveness of disciplinary literacy
teaching strategies like the think-aloud method but also explores the internal attitudes and
perceptions of the secondary content teacher. The dual focus of this study makes it unique and
able to fill in research gaps. The results of the study could inspire others to question literacy
integration in the secondary classroom.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
Introduction
Studies about literacy are abundant. Yet, as one starts to sift through journal articles, it
becomes apparent that research is less common when one focuses on reading instruction in
secondary content classrooms. There is research about how general reading strategies such as
making predictions from headings or writing questions in the margins of the text might help
secondary students, but few researchers specifically focus on the think-aloud reading strategy in
a non-language arts content classroom. Teachers seem to react negatively to additional work
such as implementing a generic reading strategy. Other research has collected teacher
reactions and attitudes towards disciplinary literacy or teaching literacy in their classroom. This
study, however, combines all these elements together: investigating teacher attitudes and
perceptions about literacy, highlighting the important differences between content literacy and
disciplinary literacy, specifically exploring how the think-aloud reading strategy could impact a
secondary non-language arts content classroom.
Content teachers tend to focus on their subject area expecting students to know how to
read and use the skill of reading to learn the information. However, students struggle because
the skill of reading to learn, especially complex texts, is not simply acquired through exposure.
To be a strategic reader, educators must implement strategies that emphasize literacy in their
content area. Teachers and researchers still question the best way to accomplish this literacy
goal in a curriculum that is already too full of standards.
Rasinski (2003) argued that oral reading is essential in the classroom in order to teach
fluency and therefore increase reading comprehension. After reviewing historical uses for oral
reading, Rasinski (2003) expounded on elements of an effective oral curriculum in the
classroom to improve fluency. He stressed oral fluency because of the correlation between oral
fluency, which translated to fluency in silent reading, and overall reading achievement (Rasinski,
2003). At the end of the article, Rasinski asked if “there [was] a point at which oral reading
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fluency instruction loses its efficacy” (pg. 519). This central question was the catalyst for this
study. It was essential to explore how to use a curriculum that emphasizes oral reading,
specifically the think-aloud reading strategy, to teach students to read strategically. This topic, in
addition to examining teacher attitudes and perceptions of literacy, challenges the notion that
reading aloud to students is unnecessary after elementary school but rather that it could actually
benefit students because expert readers are revealing the secrets of how to strategically
comprehend and apply complex texts.
The following literature review will start with a discussion about the Vygotsky theories of
scaffolding and the zone of proximal development. Next, there is a review of research pertaining
to the mechanics of reading and fluency, literacy instruction in secondary schools, and teacher
perceptions about literacy in secondary content classrooms. The chapter will end with a
synthesis of research findings and a critique of the reviewed literature.
Methods of Searching
This research centered around three foci: disciplinary literacy, using the think-aloud
reading strategy in secondary classrooms, secondary teacher perceptions and attitudes around
the use of literacy strategies in their classroom. To find research pertaining to these topics, the
MSUM library databases were explored. Google Scholar searches also augmented this
research. To find appropriate sources, the following keywords were utilized:
Disciplinary Literacy: disciplinary literacy, content literacy, literacy in content classrooms,
literacy AND secondary classrooms, literacy AND secondary teachers. As the search
progressed, leaders in disciplinary literacy research emerged such as Shanahan and Shanahan
(2008, 2011), Fang (2013), and Moje (1992, 2008, 2010). After reading articles by these
research leaders, the reference list was often consulted to find more sources.
Think-Aloud Reading Strategy: think-alouds, think-alouds AND secondary classrooms,
think-alouds AND fluency, teacher modeled reading strategies, elements of think-alouds. Much
of the research for this section of the study is a continuation of work completed in graduate
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school. During that time, Rasinski (2003, 2005) emerged as a leading expert about secondary
student reading fluency. He also studied the effects of oral reading in the secondary classroom.
Secondary Teacher Perceptions and Attitudes: teacher attitudes AND literacy, teacher
perceptions AND literacy, teacher attitudes AND disciplinary literacy, assumptions AND literacy,
preservice programs AND secondary teachers AND literacy. It was more difficult to find
research that was relevant. Much of the previous research focused on teachers’ assumptions
or perceptions of special education students or non-native English-speaking students. This
study does not make distinctions. Just the past year, there has been more research into this
specific area. One pivotal article that was a catalyst for other research was a study completed
by Ness (2009/2016). Her work regarding teacher attitudes toward reading comprehension
instruction was published originally in 2009. Since there has been more focus on reading
comprehension and incorporating literacy in all subject areas, this study was again republished
in 2016.
Theoretical Orientation
This research is grounded in two theoretical foundations: Vygotsky’s ideas about social
learning, modeling and scaffolding, and Bandura’s ideas about self-efficacy.
Vygotsky Research
The importance of disciplinary literacy and the think-aloud reading method is grounded in the
theoretical foundation of Vygotsky. Vygotsky is a Russian-born psychologist who studied the
use of speech and behavior in psychology and social development. Vygotsky’s research
focused on “higher mental functions” through speech. He believed that higher mental functions
were social. He believed this because:
First, like other aspects of culture, their development is part of the development of the
socio-cultural system and their existence is dependent on transmission from one
generation to the next through learning. Second, they are nothing other than the
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organization and means of actual social behavior that has been taken over by the
individual and internalized. (Daniels, 2017, p. 40)
This research continued and progressed into the educational field. Building off of the research of
higher mental functions and speech, Vygotsky created his theory of scaffolding, the zone of
proximal development, and collaboration with speech. His influence in education is so vast, that
teachers can claim to have a Vygotskian education philosophy. It is this Vygotskian education
philosophy that supports this research pertaining to disciplinary literacy and the think-aloud
reading strategy.
There are several principles that are within Vygotsky’s theory that created the theoretical
foundation for this research. The first is that higher mental processes are co-constructed, and
these interactions lead to individual thinking. To Vygotsky, social interaction is “more than
influence, it [is] the origin of higher mental processes such as problems solving” (Woolfolk,
2017, p. 58). Children learn the process of thinking aloud through decision-making with an
“expert” and then can make this individual thinking internal. When learning how to read more
difficult informational texts with more targeted vocabulary, students need to hear an expert read.
It is through these interactions that students are able to understand the mental processes of
reading various disciplines, especially technical ones such as science. These interactions also
help students to understand how to use cultural tools. According to Vygotsky, cultural tools are
artifacts that “include all things we use, from simple things such as a pen, spoon, or tables to
more complex things such as language, traditions, believes, arts or sciences” (Shabani, 2010, p.
238). Social interactions with these cultural tools are essential to a learner's psychological
development. By using language out loud, students can hear a teacher’s thought process, or a
teacher can hear the student’s thought process to guide more fluent reading and
comprehension.
Language and private speech are essential in Vygotsky’s education theory. According to
Vygotsky, children use language to “accomplish important cognitive activities” because it
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provides a way to express ideas and ask questions (Woolfolk, 2017, pp. 60-61). Students need
to create private speech to aid in self-regulation and learn about how to complete a task. This
private speech will ultimately be internalized, but initially, it must be spoken aloud to begin the
process of learning. As mentioned in previous paragraphs, the emphasis on speech or talking
aloud is paramount to learning. This is especially true with unfamiliar tasks. The idea of
speaking aloud while learning a task is confirmed when one watches a child read for the first
time. Their whole body is engaged through pointing and sounding out words. When a task is
more difficult, desk space is used up performing the task. Using the think-aloud reading strategy
allows students to focus on how to read more complex texts. Too often teachers and students
believe that anyone can read any texts because they have mastered the basic mechanics of
reading. Yet, this is untrue. Vygotsky explains how important it is to allow external speech to
help in more difficult functions so that the thought processes are then internalized.
Another aspect of Vygotsky's theory is a concept called the zone of proximal
development (ZPD). The zone of proximal development is defined by Vygotsky as “the distance
between the actual development levels as determined by independent problem solving and the
level of potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or
in collaboration with more capable peer” (Shabani, 2010, p. 238). In more layman’s terms, the
ZPD is the “area between the child’s current performance…and the level of performance that
the child could achieve with adult guidance” (Woolfolk, 2017, pp. 61-62). Parents and teachers
want to capitalize on this area to continually push the child to higher levels of learning because
what “a child is able to in collaboration today he will be able to do independently tomorrow”
(Doolittle, 1995, p. 3). The best way to challenge a student is through collaboration. Vygotsky
believed that students learned best through working together. It is through “collaborative
endeavors with more skilled persons that learners learn and internalize new concepts,
psychological tools, and skills” (Shabani, 2010, p. 238). The ZPD concept supports this
research of disciplinary literacy and the use of the think-aloud reading strategy. Learning how to
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comprehend more technical texts requires collaboration with a more capable peer or adult
guidance (like the teacher). The teacher is utilizing the starting point of the student and then
gently pushing them farther beyond their abilities.
Of course, no student will move beyond their ZDP without collaboration and the last
aspect of the Vygotskian educational philosophy: scaffolding. Scaffolding is what a teacher uses
to help students construct knowledge and move to the next stage in the ZDP. Vygotsky believed
that scaffolding must emphasize dialog so that knowledge is co-constructed. The goal is that the
teacher is able to eventually transfer the responsibility for the task to the student. When the
teacher uses the think-aloud reading strategy, it is a type of scaffolding. The teacher is reading
aloud, asking questions, revealing inside thought processes, and then asking the students to do
the same. Also, when a teacher emphasizes disciplinary literacy, they are utilizing unique
characteristics of the text for a specific subject. When the teacher highlights these unique text
features, students will be aware of them and can use them in the future when reading
independently.
Vygotskian educational philosophy provides a strong theoretical framework for this
research. By emphasizing social interactions through language, students can learn through
processes and internalize them. This collaborative effort also allows a student to develop their
zone of proximal development. As the teacher models appropriate reading practices through
scaffolding, students are then able to take more responsibility and perform the task
independently.
Bandura’s Research
Anthony Bandura is a psychologist originally from British Columbia. Bandura, as cited by
Faulk, proposed that “human function is based upon an individual’s thoughts, goals, beliefs, and
values” (Faulk, 2013, p. 11). As he studied human behavior and decision-making, his research
led him to study self-efficacy. Efficacy represents the “level of confidence a group exudes to
reach desired goals” and “reflects how capable members of a group believe themselves to be at
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attaining organizational goals” (Faulk, 2013, p. 11). Bandura (2003) stated that, “having the
capacity to exercise control over the nature and quality of one’s life is the essence of
humanness, which enables them to influence events and to take a hand in shaping the course
of their life” (Davidson & Bandura, 2003, 20:30). Therefore, self-efficacy is a “person’s belief in
their ability to produce desired results by their own actions” (Davidson & Bandura, 2003, 20:40).
Self-efficacy should not be confused with self-esteem, Bandura warns. Self-efficacy is the
perception of one’s capabilities to succeed while self-esteem is a view of self-worth.
There are four ways to develop a strong sense of self-efficacy: mastery experiences,
social modeling, social persuasion, and reading your own physical and emotional states to
judge capabilities. The prominent and most effective way to develop self-efficacy is through
mastery experiences (Davidson & Bandura, 2003, 21:36). When one overcomes obstacles
through perseverance, one experiences success and learns how to manage failure
appropriately. These successors build a “robust belief in one’s efficacy” (Davidson & Bandura,
2003, 21:39). According to Bandura, self-efficacy is the foundation of human motivation and
accomplishment. Unless one believes they can succeed, there is little incentive to try once a
task or situation becomes difficult.
When teachers do not feel prepared and qualified for a task, there is little self-efficacy.
This seems to be what researchers are observing when it comes to why secondary teachers do
not incorporate disciplinary literacy into their classes. The perception of themselves or of the
need is negative. But if teachers can be “persuaded to think they have what it takes to succeed,
exert more effort they can avoid focusing on their doubts when problems arise” (Davidson &
Bandura, 2003, 23:56). In order for a teacher to change their perceptions and assumptions, it is
necessary for them to increase their self-efficacy. To do this, it is required for the teacher to
have several mastery experiences.
This research also applies to students. When a student struggles with reading or if a
student is learning something new, it is important for them to be supported through social
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modeling to develop efficacy in the student. Unfortunately, this relationship builds off of each
other. The more a teacher has a sense of efficacy, the more the teacher can motivate the
student's development. The more the teacher can motivate student development, the more
efficacy the student will have. This theory of self-efficacy is important as students are learning to
read more complex texts and for teachers, as they learn to teach these content-specific texts in
their classrooms.
Review of Literature
Reading is an essential skill. In primary grades, hundreds of hours of instruction are
dedicated to teaching students decoding skills, phonics, automatic word recognition, vocabulary,
fluency, and comprehension. As a student progresses in his or her education, the focus shifts
from learning the mechanics of reading to utilizing reading as a tool of learning. The purpose of
reading is still comprehension. But students are exposed to less fiction and more nonfiction with
increasing complexity. Content teachers expect students to learn their subject through reading,
which is often an assumed skill. A study that was done by Hooley (2013) from Idaho State
University, stated that “success or failure [of older students] in school is closely tied to their
ability to understand informational texts” (Hooley, 2013, pg. 322). Yet, much of the support or
literacy instruction that teachers used to provide in elementary school is gone. In the same
2013 study, Hooley cited a report by the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) that
claimed that even if students had learned basic reading and writing skills, high school students
still need to “master specialized content area literacy” (Hooley, 2013, pg. 325). In middle school
and especially high school, the consequences for failing to read effectively or not at all are quite
steep. This is because illiteracy and aliteracy, which when one can read but he or she is
uninterested in reading, are factors in “myriad social problems including poverty, crime, and
social dependency” (Reutzel, 2015, pg. 7). With so much at stake, it is imperative that
secondary students are given proper reading instruction.
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The following review of literature begins with comparing the role of literacy education in
both elementary school and secondary school. Next, there is a brief explanation of the
mechanics of reading and how instruction changes as informational texts become more difficult.
Finally, there is a detailed discussion about the perceptions and attitudes of non-language arts
secondary teachers as it pertains to their role in incorporating literacy in their classrooms.
The Role of Literacy in School
To teach reading, or be literate, one must be able to define the goal. When students
enter elementary school, educators emphasize fluency through decoding, phonemic awareness,
and sight words to increase the automaticity of word recognition. When a student is able to look
at the text and recognize words automatically without struggling to decode, the student can use
their cognitive energy for comprehension. Students are also taught how to write simultaneously.
This foundation must be solid for students to move from learning to read to reading to learn.
Figure 1:
Scarborough’s “Rope” Model of Reading Development

Source: LETRS Modul 1, 2nd Edition, pg. 54
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Students who are not fluent readers or writers by fourth grade are considered dysfluent.
Dysfluent readers and writers struggle with automaticity, speed, prosody, and writer’s voice
(Tompkins, 2014). It is logical that students who do not master these foundational skills will not
move on to comprehend more complex texts.
The goal of any reading instruction or program is for the student to read fluently because
fluency directly affects comprehension. According to a 2005 article published by the
International Reading Association, fluency refers to “efficient, effective word recognition skills
that permit a reader to construct the meaning of the text. Fluency is manifested in accurate,
rapid, expressive oral reading and…makes possible silent reading” (Pikulski & Chard, 2005, p.
510). This means that one must read the text accurately, at an appropriate speed (rate), and
with comfortable expression (prosody). When any of those elements are missing, fluent reading
is not occurring, and comprehension suffers.
The Mechanics of Reading
Many educators and researchers have postulated how one learns how to read. The
theory that depicts reading with the most detail and with the most simplicity is Scarborough’s
“Rope” Model of Reading Development (see Figure 1). Dr. Hollis Scarborough (2009) explained
that “skilled readers are able to derive meaning from printed text accurately and efficiently” (p.
23). To accomplish this, skilled readers “fluidly coordinate many component skills, each of
which [have] been sharpened through instruction and experience over many years”
(Scarborough, 2009, p.23). To illustrate how these skills work together, Scarborough created a
striking visual of strands weaving together that creates one rope (Moats, 2009). Originally,
Scarborough (2001, 2009) created this illustration to help others understand reading disabilities.
When a child has difficulty reading, there is no one automatic answer because of how many
skills fluent reading requires. As elementary students learn to read, the teacher must reinforce
each skill. But they can also pull out one strand for remediation. To comprehend a text, a
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student must read fluently and that is accomplished when all the strands are working together to
form a completed rope.
Rasinski et al. (2005) studied high school students’ reading fluency to answer if fluency
instruction is needed in high school. They found that “the relationship between fluency and
comprehension that we report in this article suggests that reading fluency is indeed a factor that
needs to be considered even among high school students” (p. 25). High school students in the
study used so much of their desk space or cognition to read accurately that their comprehension
suffered. This not only confirms that fluency is much more than reading all the words correctly
but also that high school students still need fluency-focused reading instruction.
Assumptions and Perceptions of Secondary Teachers
From the previous discussion, one can conclude that how teachers teach reading is of
utmost importance. Teaching this skill affects a student’s entire life; it must be done effectively.
Figure 2:
Specialization of Literacy Development Triangle

Source: Shanahan and Shanahan (2008)
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Unfortunately, there are several assumptions that create barriers to effective literacy
instruction for students in secondary classrooms.
First, there is an assumption that students in secondary education, especially high
school, do not need any further reading intervention outside of students identified as special
education. McCoss-Yergian and Krepps (2010) report that “secondary teachers hold the view
that their focus should be on transmitting the content, and that learning to read should already
have taken place in the elementary school” (p. 6). Once a student has learned to read, it is
believed that reading is a “widely adaptable and applicable [set of skills] to all kinds of texts and
reading situations” (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, p. 40). This means to assume that if a
student learns the basics of how to read, it does not matter what he or she is assigned to
read. This is untrue.
Shanahan and Shanahan (2008) used an illustration of a pyramid to explain development
of literacy (see Figure 2). The base of the pyramid represents skills that allow the process of
reading to happen- decoding, high-frequency word recognition, the basic organization of texts
(reading from left to right and top to bottom). Without these skills, a person is illiterate. Early
elementary school teachers focus on these. Intermediate literacy skills that are highly
generalizable and adaptable to many reading situations and are normally taught during late
elementary school years. When a child enters middle and high school, however, students are
now expected to use disciplinary literacy. Disciplinary literacy includes literacy skills specialized
to history, science, mathematics, literature, or other subject matters (Shanahan & Shanahan,
2008). On its own, disciplinary literacy is more difficult than reading prose texts. But what makes
mastery of these reading skills more difficult, as seen from the arrows on the side of the pyramid
in figure two, is that these disciplinary reading skills are rarely taught. By the time adolescent
students are being challenged by disciplinary texts, "literacy instruction often has evaporated
altogether or has degenerated into a reiteration of general reading strategies” (Shanahan &
Shanahan, 2008, p. 45).
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In their study about literacy practices in the high school science classroom, Wexler et al.
(2016) observed ten classrooms totaling 198 students and recorded literacy practices present in
the classrooms. Afterward, the researchers interviewed the teachers about their perceptions of
their own literacy practices. Results showed a total of 3,167 minutes of literacy practices in
science instruction from a total of 40 classroom observations with an average observation length
of 79 minutes. The majority of these literacy practices were students filling out
worksheets. Wexler et al. (2016) looked for comprehension strategy instruction during these
observations but only witnessed the strategies such as previewing the text, asking questions,
summarizing the text for less than one percent of the time. The researchers concluded that even
though “teachers indicated awareness and acceptance of their role in using expository text as
an instructional tool, this did not align with the practices we observed (Wexler et al., 2016, p.
270). Even if a student has mastered basic or even intermediate literacy skills, the assumption
that these skills can transfer to other specialized disciplines is not supported. Decreased literacy
instruction or support for students also continues to perpetuate the assumption that what a
student learned in elementary school will carry them through.
The next perception or assumption that impedes content teachers from incorporating
literacy in their classroom is that they believe that teaching reading is the job of an English
teacher. Even if a secondary content teacher accepts that they should incorporate reading into
their content classroom, they feel like they are not prepared either by the school or by their
preservice program in college. McCoss-Yergian & Krepps (2010) discovered this in their study
when they wrote that “teachers without an English/language arts background find it challenging
to incorporate reading in their content areas since many were not trained in literacy instruction”
(McCoss-Yergian & Krepps, 2010, p. 6). Stebick (2008) found that secondary teachers were
drowning in information that was constantly changing in a "fast-paced, standards-driven world of
education" (p. 88). This pace makes it difficult for teachers to know how to teach reading in their
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subject area. Faulk (2013) conducted a quantitative study surveying 48 secondary teachers
about their perceptions of literacy in their classrooms. This limited study revealed that:
teachers are not, for one reason or another, varying from individual to individual,
comfortable with teaching reading in secondary content areas, either because they feel
that they lack the necessary abilities to do so or they feel that this is not something that
is within their purview given that they are not ELA teachers and as such it is outside of
their particular content area and that they should concentrate on matters that are solely
within their purview. (Faulk, 2013, p. 112)
The feelings reveled in the above quote are especially true for science classes. Park and
Osborne (2006) discovered that reading instruction was ignored because of the “dichotomy of
academic track verse vocational track curricula [which represented] a clear, logical demarcation
between book learning and hands-on learning” (Park & Osborne, 2006, p. 41). This assumption
that content teachers are not right for teaching literacy in their content area can be traced back
to the fact that we have not examined what it means to learn in the subject areas or disciplines.
Moje (2008) explained:
We have not acknowledged that the disciplines themselves are replete with cultural
practices and can be considered discourse communities students must navigate.
Finally, we have not thoroughly conceptualized language and literacy practice as an
integral aspect of subject area learning, rather than a set of strategies for engaging with
texts. Questions about the struggle to integrate the teaching and learning of literacy with
secondary school subject areas beg additional questions...In particular, what does it
mean to engage in literate practice in disciplines or subject areas? (p. 99)
Moje (1992) completed an ethnological case study about an effective chemistry teacher.
Moje found that “this teacher enacted her goal of scientific literacy by meshing literacy activities
with her teaching of chemistry concepts” (Moje, 1992, p. 5). At that time, there was not a
distinction between content literacy and disciplinary literacy. But the activities that this teacher
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did in her class to help students understand chemistry would not have been possible in an
English classroom. Students need the context and prior knowledge of the chemistry class and
the expertise of the chemistry teacher to be successful with those reading tasks. This is why
disciplinary literacy emerged alongside content literacy. When a teacher utilizes content literacy,
they use generic strategies such as graphic organizers, or RAFT, or SQ3R. RAFT is a creative
way to comprehend information by asking students to identify the role of the writer, the
audience, the format of the text, and the topic of the text. SQ3R is a reading strategy that
reminds students to survey the text first, turn the headings into questions, read the text, recite
the questions created earlier, and then review. These strategies can be applied to a broad base
of disciplines and can be helpful in certain instances. Content literacy is not enough to explain or
help teachers in specific content classrooms because these strategies include literacy skills that
can be applied to learning in all disciplines.
Disciplinary literacy, on the other hand, is the understanding of how information is
created and processed uniquely in that discipline (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2017). It is about
“providing learning with the opportunity to engage in the kids of knowledge and representation,
on a limited scale...that members of the various disciplines enact on a regular basis” (Croce &
K. McCormick, 2019, p. 416). Disciplinary literacy teaching focuses “on the specialized and
distinct literacy practices of each academic discipline” (Rainey et al., 2020, p. 2). Focusing on
disciplinary skills is important because “specialized and critical literacy skills may enable people
to better negotiate the literacy demands of their lives” (Rainey et al., 2020, p. 2). To learn how
experts in various content areas process information, a study completed by Shanahan and
Shanahan in 2008, and then expanded on it in 2011 focused on how expert readers in history,
mathematics, and chemistry actually read. Through focus groups and expert think-aloud
sessions, Shanahan et al. (2011) discovered differences in how one reads in each discipline
and organized their findings by how each discipline uses seven different reading processes:
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sourcing, contextualization, corroboration, text structure, graphic elements, critique, rereading or
close reading, and interest.
Shanahan and Shanahan (2008) found in their study that chemists (scientists in
general) have a unique way of reading and communicating information or knowledge to the
scientific community. Rather than being concerned about an author’s point of view, they were
focused on how valuable the information is because of how rapidly science changes. They used
text structure to find specific information like experiment results. Graphics and illustrations were
equal to the written words in chemistry (Shanahan et al., 2011). With these various mental
processes happening, it is no wonder that students are struggling to read in these disciplines.
The reading processes identified by the chemists in the Shanahan et al. (2011) study do not
come naturally to students, so it is unlikely that students will develop these skills unless explicitly
taught. The assumption that an English teacher could teach these specialized skills is not
supported by the research. Only people who understand the discipline can truly teach how to
read and write in that discipline effectively. If a content teacher is aware of these specific
processes it takes to read fluently in their discipline, it could help them include disciplinary
literacy in their classrooms and dispel the belief of the “English teacher” only assumption.
Teacher preparation courses in college do not seem to emphasize the need for
secondary teachers to include disciplinary literacy either. Preservice secondary teachers view
"literacy instruction as irrelevant to their future classroom instruction" (Sewell, 2013-2014, p. 1).
Secondary teachers seem to often reject the idea that they are the best people to teach the
convention of literacy in their disciplines because they believe "language education is a
discipline unto itself" (Moje, 2008, p. 98). Even if preservice teachers matriculate through a
content-literacy course, there is a “general theme of subject area preservice teachers’
resistance to literacy teaching” (Rainey et al., 2020, p. 3). This may be changing, however.
Rainey et al. (2020) published findings from a detailed study where preservice teachers were
intentionally taught about disciplinary literacy. Then, with the support of mentor teachers, the
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preservice teachers planned and videotaped lessons where they incorporated literacy into their
content lessons. The conclusions were promising. Rainy et al. (2020) found that “1. Interns
consistently exhibited literacy teaching moves in their videoed enactment; and 2. holistically,
their attempts revealed a range of low to high integration” (Rainey et al., 2020, p. 5). To
conclude, novice teachers have the ability to learn how to incorporate disciplinary literacy and to
see the value in incorporating these disciplinary literacy skills is vital for change.
The final prominent assumption that often impedes secondary literacy education is the
belief that teaching reading reduces the time for teaching the content of the class. Researcher
McCoss-Yergian & Krepps (2010) reported that “classroom teachers feel that reading instruction
infringes on content area time” and that teachers believe their “instructional time is best spent
delivering content [with] literacy integration [taking] a back seat” (p. 5). Ness (2016) observed
social studies and science teachers for 2,400 minutes in two rural Virginia secondary schools.
Of the 2,400 minutes of instruction, Ness (2016) reported that only 82 minutes or three percent
comprised of comprehension instruction (p.68). One main reason for this disparity was the belief
that any time spent on reading instruction was time taken away from content instruction. One
teacher in the study reported that “my priority is to teach the students the science curriculum to
the best of my ability while fostering a love for science. It is hard to take time to focus on
reading in a content area classroom” (Ness, 2009/2016, p. 73). General reading strategies can
be time-consuming and seemingly just one more thing to learn. But to be successful in reading
complex texts, the expert teacher needs integrate literacy strategy. The researcher believes the
think-aloud reading strategy could bring an effective and easily implemented strategy to
students that strengthens their ability to engage with and comprehend discipline-specific text.
This reading strategy still allows time to teach content if used correctly and if explained to
educators correctly.
Traditionally, the think-aloud reading strategy is often used in elementary schools to
allow developing readers to hear from expert readers. In 2004, the International Reading
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Association published an extensive article titled “The ABCs of performing highly effective
think alouds” in the Reading Teacher journal about the think-aloud reading strategy. Block and
Israel (2004) explained that teachers “use this technique as an instructional practice to help
students verbalize the thoughts they use during reading, and thus bring that thinking into the
open so they can replicate it more effectively in the future” (p. 154). When teachers utilized a
teacher modeled think-aloud strategy it enabled them to “demonstrate for their students how to
select an appropriate comprehension process at a specific point in a particular text. Highly
effective think-alouds also describe why a specific thought process would be effective in
overcoming that confusion or reading difficulty” (Block & Israel, 2004, p. 154). According to
Block and Israel’s research, the think-aloud reading strategy allowed teachers to explain how
expert readers comprehend texts and increases students’ scores on comprehension tests. The
article also described how to implement the think-aloud reading strategy into the classroom.
Block and Israel highlighted the tasks that expert readers do when reading like over viewing the
text, putting myself in the book, revising prior knowledge, asking questions, and relating the
book to my life. These literacy tasks are examples of what could be modeled for students during
a teacher think-aloud.
Reading in a high school classroom is drastically different from reading in elementary
school. Not only are the texts more intricate and often nonfiction, but “higher-order
comprehension requires interpretation, analysis, and synthesis of information” (Ghaith & Obeid,
2004, p. 50). Because of the nature of content classrooms, teachers are often experts in their
fields, but not experts in teaching how to read. As experts in their field, teachers have learned to
successfully apply reading strategies that help them comprehend their discipline-specific texts.
But intentionally demonstrating and modeling those strategies is seemingly not common
practice. This is why training teachers to utilize the think-aloud reading strategy that reveal
discipline-specific reading strategies could be revolutionary in secondary education.
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Ghaith and Obeid (2004) from the American University of Beirut conducted a study to
“examine the effect of training in think-alouds on improving literal and higher-order reading
comprehension” (p. 50). They concluded that a “significant relationship between mastery level of
think alouds and overall reading comprehension…and critical comprehension” (Ghaith & Obeid,
2004, p. 53). This study focused on eighth-grade English as Foreign Language students (EFL).
In 2018, this researcher (Mueller, 2018) conducted a small-scale study with 20 tenthgrade students with various reading levels. Students took a reading comprehension pretest and
read an age-appropriate passage into a recording device before undergoing three weeks of
think-aloud instruction in their English classroom. The objective was to measure students’
reading fluency and their reading comprehension. After the three weeks of several teacher-led
think-aloud sessions, students completed a posttest to discover how their comprehension
scores changed by reading a different age-appropriate passage to test reading fluency. The
results indicated that “after analyzing the three measurements of fluency, one can make a
connection to the implementation of think-alouds and an increase in reading fluency for
nonfiction texts in high school…but [this] does not imply correlation” (Mueller, 2018, p. 29).
There were several limitations to the test such as small sample size and a short research time
frame, but a significant number of the students showed an increase in fluency – especially for
students who struggled academically. The study concluded by asking if “a more targeted thinkaloud would have a greater impact on high school students” (Mueller, 2018, p. 30). Both
Ghaith and Obeid (2004) and Mueller (2018) studies demonstrated that the think-aloud reading
strategy potentially has a place in a secondary classroom because implementing them would
not replace the content of the classroom. If the think-aloud reading strategy could be adapted to
any discipline for almost any different type of reading or writing occasion, this reading strategy
might not feel like extra work that takes away time from teaching the content. It instead could be
the very tool necessary for teachers to effectively teach how to read in their content area.
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Synthesis of Research Findings
Because of the complex nature of this study, many topics needed to be explored. To
have a complete understanding of how all the elements work together, the researcher had to
examine articles about reading fluency, the presence of reading instruction in the secondary
classroom, the difference between content and disciplinary literacy, the think-aloud reading
strategy and how this strategy could be applied in the secondary classroom, and the
perceptions or assumptions of the secondary teacher beliefs about incorporating literacy into
their classes. After reviewing the available research that was relevant for this study, there were
some broad themes and conclusions.
When examining literature about reading fluency and mechanics, there were abundant
articles about elementary school teachers and their classrooms. This is understandable as the
foundational skills are learned during these formative years of instruction. Yet, there are still
students who struggle with reading in middle school and high school. There were articles that
explored this problem of secondary study literacy integration and acknowledge the importance
of reading instruction, but few articles went into depth about how to remedy this problem until
recently.
Research that investigated teacher assumptions and how they related to literacy
instruction in the classroom also increased over the past few years. There were two researchers
that studied how teacher attitudes and perceptions could affect their ability or desire to integrate
literacy practices in the classroom: Ness (2009/2016) and McCoss-Yergian and Krepps (2010).
These, it seemed, to opened up a new topic to research. Ness’s 2009 study was republished in
2016 found that social studies and science teachers believed reading instruction took away from
content teaching. McCoss-Yergian (2010) surveyed teachers and found there were several
barriers to integrating literacy including the faulty assumptions discussed earlier. Now classroom
teachers learn about the growth mindset theory by Carol Dweck (2006). The growth mindset
has been accepted into the education culture and vernacular as a way of teaching our students
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about resiliency and grit. Some administrators have included it in professional development for
teachers to learn from as well.
The research about disciplinary literacy also demonstrated recent interest. Many
searches delivered results about content literacy in secondary classrooms. This is not the same
as disciplinary literacy. Shanahan and Shanahan’s research (2008, 20011, 2017) explained how
they developed the characteristics of each subject area’s disciplinary literacy. Moje and Rainey
(2020) also wrote about how disciplinary literacy was important in secondary classrooms. Yet
actual experiments about the effectiveness of disciplinary literacy seemed to now to be
emerging in the research.
Utilizing the think-aloud reading strategy has been well documented in elementary
classes. Yet the research about secondary teachers using it to improve reading was sparse.
This seems to be because research tended to focus on the act of reading aloud rather than
actually thinking aloud. Researchers have utilized the think-aloud method when learning about
how experts read or when teachers are planning lessons. This implies that thinking aloud could
be a useful research tool. There are also studies that ask students to think-aloud while they are
reading to help researchers or teachers understand how a student struggles or how a student
comprehends. The majority of the research or professional development, however, focused on
how the think-aloud method was utilized in elementary school to teach students how to read. If
this method was helpful for elementary teachers to use in their classrooms to help elementary
students to comprehend texts. A logical conclusion could be to have secondary teachers use
the think-aloud reading strategy to teach students how to read complex texts. As of now, little, if
any, research is concentrating on this specific use.
Finally, the body of research seemed to have more quantitative studies about both
teacher perception and literacy than qualitative. Researchers used survey questions to measure
teacher efficacy and literacy perceptions. The most common forms of questions were Likert
questions, which can be completed by teachers and calculated by researchers quickly. The
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quantitative studies that examine literacy often use a pre and post-test analysis to explore if a
certain strategy or method is effective. The few qualitative studies focused on one teacher or
small groups of experts to find common themes and conclusions.
It is because of these observations that this study is necessary. Rather than segmenting
out each element, this study attempts to study how disciplinary literacy and the think-aloud
reading strategy and teacher perceptions work together. Rather than examining results on a
table of numbers from a survey, this study digs into the history of teacher preparedness,
assumptions, and beliefs about literacy through case studies. The case studies will include
interviews and observations before trying the think-aloud reading strategy to understand if
beliefs and attitudes change about incorporating literacy into the classroom. This robust study
continues in a more complete way where other studies have only examined part. This is why it
is important to embark on this study.
Critique of Previous Research
The literature included in this review was useful to read and to learn from. Yet it is
important to read with a critical eye. Although the majority of studies were at least five years old,
there were several studies that dated back to the early 2000s or even in the 1990s. The
information gathered in these studies is important, but one must question how relevant it is
today with the evolution of the classroom. Now classrooms are full of technology. Teachers use
technology to enhance the lesson delivery or even provide virtual reality experiences. Students
also have technology in school that promotes or detracts from academic goals. Cell phones and
computers can be an efficient way to find a reference, contact a group member, or even
complete a project. But the cell phone or computer can be a distraction and replace some
critical thinking. One must discover if this new culture in the classroom could result in teachers
having a different opinion about reading. Studies in the present day could reveal that this new
classroom requires more literacy intervention. Researchers must consider if the think-aloud
reading method, which is still being tested, is relevant in a 21st-century classroom.
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One could also critique the methods of the current body of research. Several studies
were categorized as quantitative. This means that the researcher was using numbers to quantify
results. These results could be the effect of a certain reading method or preservice teaching
program. The findings could be the calculations of a teacher survey about certain reading
strategies or attitudes about literacy. These numbers were procured when the teacher or
student completed a Likert scale question. Regardless of what the numbers represent, the
findings were inconclusive. Questions that require a definitive answer cannot include degrees.
People rarely fit into exact answers. Opinions and feelings are affected by experiences and
relationships. Plus, some questions could be answered differently based on various
circumstances. For example, a teacher could choose to offer grace because they know the
personality of the student and the situation he or she is in. Yet the same teacher could be firm in
his or her deadline because of the same reasons. Quantitative data does not allow for
participants to have “in-between” feelings.
The few strict qualitative studies reviewed tended to lean heavily on experiences. These
experiences and reflections were important when trying to ascertain why a teacher would
behave a certain way or hold on to a certain belief. Gathering evidence through observation and
interviews is essential to interpret motivations and thought processes. Depending on how long a
researcher spends with the subject or participant, one can gain detailed knowledge about their
professional background and their working situation or atmosphere. These qualitative studies
allow a researcher to provide context to data. But the stories or assertions that are made by the
subjects were untested and the evidence is anecdotal. When a researcher is reading transcripts
and observational notes, there is still some bias in the process of coding and memoing. So,
while qualitative research has definite benefits, some question if data is transferable and reliable
without statistical data.
This is why the mixed methods could be more conclusive. Not only does the researcher
have numbers to calculate that could demonstrate correlative evidence, but he or she also
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compiles the context behind the numbers. Combining both methods could give a more complete
picture of the phenomena that are happening.
Summary
As demonstrated in this chapter, there were few studies that offered a complete
understanding of the intricate subject of literacy. The act of reading is complex. Students need
teachers who value literacy instruction no matter what grade or subject they are in. As students
mature, the reading demands increase in volume and difficulty. A teacher must effectively help a
student in secondary school without allowing common attitudes or perceptions about reading
instruction to hinder their teaching. Teachers need to build self-efficacy, which can lead to a
teacher's willingness to challenge beliefs to embrace something new. The culture of the
secondary content classroom should consider the think-aloud strategy as an attempt to balance
integrating reading instruction while also teaching content. Despite the years of research,
questions about these topics outlined in this literature review still remain. It is necessary to
continue to fill the gaps of research – that is what this study attempts to do.
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Chapter Three: Methodology
Introduction
To fully research a topic as complex as reading in secondary content classrooms,
researchers need to carefully plan and execute a proper study. The goal of this research was to
learn about the perceptions and attitudes of secondary science teachers as it pertains to
teaching disciplinary literacy in their classes. To accomplish this, the researcher utilized the
case study research method. Rather than solely gather statistical data on the effectiveness of
certain reading strategies in a science classroom, this study attempted to collect a complete
picture of teacher attitudes and beliefs as it pertained to integrating reading strategies in the
classroom. Yes, statistical data is beneficial for a teacher who is intentionally working towards
improvement. But teachers who are burned out or teachers who are not convinced that literacy
instruction is even necessary for their content classroom need more than numbers. The
attitudes, perceptions, and motivations behind the rationale are just as significant.
This chapter will discuss several key aspects of the research study including the
research design and procedures. After a discussion about the validity of case studies, this
chapter will expand upon how participants were chosen, how data was gathered, and how the
data was analyzed. Finally, there is a brief mention of ethnics and researcher bias. After reading
this chapter, the reader should have a complete understanding of the rationale behind the study
and how this study is organized.
Purpose of the Study
This study concentrated on how secondary science teachers incorporate disciplinary
literacy in their classrooms. Using the case study research method, the goal was to discover
how science teachers from both middle and high schools perceived their role in integrating this
disciplinary literacy into their instruction. These perceptions and attitudes could include their
familiarity with literacy integration, their preparedness with teaching literacy, and if they were
comfortable with utilizing literacy strategies. As stated in the previous chapter, there could be
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barriers in the secondary content classroom to integrating literacy including the teacher
believing he or she is untrained or unqualified to include reading or the content teacher believing
it is only the English teacher's job to teach reading. The most common assumption is that when
a child learns to read, the student was now capable of applying those skills to almost any text.
McCoss-Yergian and Krepps (2010) reported that “secondary teachers hold the view that their
focus should be on transmitting the content, and that learning to read should already have taken
place in the elementary school” (p. 6). Once a student has learned to read, it is believed
that reading is a “widely adaptable and applicable [set of skills] to all kinds of texts and reading
situations” (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, p. 40). As discussed previously, this belief is untrue.
In addition to the interviews and observations to discover assumptions and perceptions,
the study asked participating teachers to experiment with the think-aloud reading strategy to
determine if it was helpful or effective in their classroom. According to Block and Israel (2004),
the definition of a think-aloud is a “metacognitive technique or strategy in which a teacher
verbalizes thoughts aloud while reading a selection orally thus modeling the process of
comprehension” (p. 154). Allowing teachers time to experience the think-aloud reading strategy
was essential for this study for two reasons. First, secondary teachers often believe there is not
enough time to integrate reading skills in their crowded curriculum. Secondly, secondary
teachers often attend professional development about generic reading strategies that were
supposed to help with comprehension. Many of those reading strategies focus on content
literacy. Fang and Coatoam (2013) explained that content literacy, a concept that has been
emphasized for years, expected students to "use generic literacy skills and strategies to help
them extract and remember information from texts in all content areas" (p. 628). Current
research, however, highlights the importance of teaching disciplinary literacy instead.
Disciplinary literacy has different goals. Reading instruction with disciplinary literacy in mind
showed the teacher was concerned with developing students' "ability to engage in social,
semiotic, and cognitive practices consistent with those used by content experts" (Fang &
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Coatoam, 2013, p. 628). This means a science teacher could be the best person to teach how
to read like a scientist. Utilizing a teacher-modeled think-aloud reading strategy could be an
effective and efficient way to support the comprehension of discipline-specific texts without
taking away anything from the content of the science class.
This study is important because it brings attention to a need in both literacy research and
in the secondary classrooms. There were a vast number of studies that focused on reading
research in the elementary or primary grades. One of the main reasons for this focus could be
because of how vital it is to learn how to read. Elementary teachers need reliable and effective
teaching methods so that each child receives the best instruction. Another goal of the previous
research could be to help elementary school teachers identify struggling readers and give them
tools to address these struggling readers. Unfortunately, with all this attention to reading
instruction in elementary school, secondary students were left behind. Teaching teachers the
importance of integrating literacy, no matter which class one teaches, requires consideration.
Research Question
I.

How do secondary science teacher’s attitudes and perceptions about disciplinary literacy
instruction contribute to utilizing new reading strategies, specifically the think-aloud
reading strategy?
Research Design
Because of the nature of this research, conducting a case study was the best option.

Case studies are a qualitative approach defined as a researcher exploring “a real-life,
contemporary bounded system (a case) or multiple bounded systems (cases) over time, through
detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of information” (Creswell & Poth,
2018, p. 96). Case studies offer researchers the ability to investigate important topics that might
not be easily covered by other methods. The case study method is “pertinent when your
research addresses either a description question (how or why did something happen?)...[or] you
may want to illuminate a particular situation, to get a close (i.e., in-depth and firsthand)
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understanding of it” (Green, et al., 2006, p. 112). After reviewing case studies from prominent
researchers, Birks et al. (2018) described this form of scholarship as
a versatile form of qualitative inquiry most suitable for a comprehensive, holistic, and indepth investigation of a complex issue (phenomena, event, situation, organization,
program individual or group) in context, where the boundary between the context and
issue is unclear and contains many variables. (p. 12)
This study should be categorized specifically as a collective case study, which is when a
researcher “selects multiple case studies to illustrate the issue” (p. 99).
Designing this case study required thoughtful planning and careful consideration. After
reviewing literature from several expert researchers, it seems that that an effective case study
must include the following features. First, a case study begins with the identification of a specific
case or cases that will be described and analyzed (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Darke et. al, 1998;
Hancock & Algozzine, 2017). It is essential that these are bounded cases, meaning that they
are representative and that they can “be defined or described within certain parameters”
(Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 97). For this study, the focus was on science teachers in secondary
education who were tasked with teaching both their content and science literacy skills.
Second, a phenomenon or the subject of the case study needs to be studied within their
context or within their natural setting. When a case study is conducted, it is vital to observe the
participant in context to understand how elements of the environment affect the phenomenon.
According to Hancock & Algozzine (2017), context is important in a case study because it is “an
intensive investigation of individuals or groups as well as organizations, events, situations,
programs, activities, and other phenomena of interest in their natural surroundings” (p. 16).
Putting the case in their natural environment also allows a researcher to understand the cultural
context (Darke et al., 1998). Cultural context is not only limited to the ethnicity of a person. It can
include the culture of a specific place of employment or even the culture of a profession. Those
serving in the education field certainly have a unique culture surrounding their professional
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standards and expectations. For this study, it was important to observe teachers in the act of
teaching in their classroom. Interviews exploring the teacher’s beliefs about literacy in their
classroom also revealed the culture of education.
Third, a case study provides an in-depth exploration of the case by collecting data from
various sources (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Hancock & Algozzine, 2017). Interviews, observations,
documents, and audio analysis are often included as qualitative data for analysis. When a
researcher examines data from these various avenues, one can create a more complete picture
of the phenomenon. Rather than only analyzing statistical data for trends or correlations, a
researcher is able to observe how many different elements of the case interact. Providing this
descriptive data is paramount to a case study. This study could have exclusively quantitatively
tested the effect of the teacher-directed think-aloud reading method on student performance of
scientific texts, but these numbers would not have shared the whole story. A case study that
looks at how a teacher sets up his or her classroom, how he or she interacts with the students,
how the teacher’s attitudes affect their teaching might offer more insight.
Finally, data analysis for case studies includes memoing, finding themes and the
researcher making conclusions about these themes. Hancock and Algozzine (2017) explained:
The primary characteristic of reporting findings when doing case study research is
repetitive, continual review of obtained information to identify answers to questions being
investigated. The process is generally facilitated by categorizing information into themes
that represent tentative and then final outcomes for the research. (p. 68)
This type of analysis is “rich in the context of the case or setting in which the case presents
itself” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 100). Because there was more than one case included in this
study, it was important to provide “a detailed description of each case and themes within the
case, called within-case analysis, followed by a thematic analysis across the cases, called a
cross-case analysis” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 100). By analyzing each teacher (or case) to
identify specific issues, one can then look for common themes that transcend the cases.
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Participation Selection
Because this study was not bound by a certain district or geographic area, it was
important to maintain specific criteria when choosing participants to conduct the case study
within the time allotted. Each teacher that was chosen for this study must meet the following
criteria.
First, each participating teacher must teach science (any science discipline) as their
main course. Each individual must have gone through a teacher preparation program for
science education. Participants cannot hold any other non-science related degrees. An
experience requirement (how many years working in the teaching profession) was not
necessary. However, including first-year teachers would not be ideal for the study as they do not
have enough experience to offer a frame of reference when it comes to balancing literacy
integration and content teaching. Finally, it would be best to have a variety of geographic areas
represented (metro vs. rural teachers). These requirements for the participant sample would
provide case boundaries and still allow for variations.
There could be special circumstances that could eliminate a potential participant. First,
to gather the most information efficiently, the interviews should be conducted in person in the
classroom. If the teacher is uncomfortable with that, the interview could be conducted via Zoom.
This online platform allows a teacher to be in his or her classroom and participate in the
interview without the researcher having to travel. Also, with current updates to Zoom, the
researcher can receive a transcription of the interview automatically. Second, a teacher with a
paraprofessional in his or her classroom would not be disqualified from the study, but the
paraprofessional should not be a part of the interviews. Finally, it was not feasible for the
researcher to travel great distances to conduct observations. Therefore, the participating
teacher would have to live within a reasonable distance from either home (southern Minnesota)
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or work (Twin Cities). Being able to travel to the participating schools was a must because the
researcher needed optimal time to be in the classroom and interview the teachers.
The ideal sample size would include three or four teachers. To include a variety of
opinions it would be best if the participant sample included individuals who taught in metro
districts and individuals who taught in rural districts. Participants could be teachers from either
middle school or high school. This sample size follows the recommendation from Creswell &
Poth (2018) who suggested that one should not “include more than four or five case studies in a
single study. This number should provide ample opportunity to identify themes of the cases as
well as to conduct cross-case theme analysis” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 160). It was vital to
choose cases wisely so that each case could be analyzed appropriately and completely.
Procedures
Planning a case study begins with ensuring that a case study is the best approach to
provide an answer to the research questions. The case study method is the most appropriate
when the “inquirer has clearly identifiable cases with boundaries and seeks to provide an indepth understanding of the cases or a comparison of several cases” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p.
100). This study focused on the perceptions and attitudes of science teachers as it pertains to
integrating literacy, so a case study was an appropriate approach because the researcher
needed the time and flexibility to examine large quantities of data to make conclusions.
After deciding that the case study approach was appropriate, the researcher should
identify the intent of the study and select the case or cases (Creswell & Poth, 2018). As
mentioned in chapter one, this study was designed as a collective case study because there
was more than one case examined. Therefore, it was important to choose participants that were
science teachers for the study to illustrate how science teachers felt about integrating literacy
into their science classrooms.
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Participant Selection
Once the intent of the case study is determined, a researcher must decide how many
cases to include in the study. According to the Minnesota Department of Education 2019
Teacher Supply and Demand study, there were 2,946 secondary science teachers in the state
of Minnesota including those who teach biology, physics, chemistry, life science, and physical
science. It was essential to choose cases that could aid the researcher to gather quality
information or data that would answer emerging research questions. Creswell and Poth (2018)
suggested utilizing purposeful sampling. Purposefully sampling is not:
a probability sample that will enable a researcher to determine statistical inferences to a
population; rather, it is a purposeful sample that will intentionally sample a group of
people that can best inform the researcher about the research problem under
examination. (p. 148)
One of the most prevalent sampling strategies is called maximum variation sampling.
This strategy “documents diverse variations of individuals or sites based on specific
characteristics” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 158). To answer the research questions, the
researcher must have more than one case. One case would not provide enough data to make
generalizations as it would only offer one teacher’s point of view. However, including too many
cases would lead to so much data that a single researcher could not appropriately analyze all
data within the time limit. One needs to have enough time and resources to gather all the
information that case studies require. Including three to four teachers in the study sample size
follows the recommendation of several qualitative researchers that propose the general
guideline to “not only to study a few sites or individuals but also to collect extensive details
about each site or individual sites” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 158). Specifically, experienced
researchers advise keeping the sample size under five cases.
While the goal is to utilize maximum variation sampling, time limitations and a
participant's willingness to participate could push the researcher to employ a convenience
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sampling strategy. The researcher was aware that this would change the type of data that would
be collected and might lead to the study’s credibility being questioned.
The researcher was heavily involved in participant recruitment. After asking the principal
of the local high school for possible teachers to ask, the researcher reached out to each of the
possible candidates in person and via e-mail. The e-mail outlined the purpose of the study, the
research questions, the obligations of the participant, and an estimated time commitment.
Though the ideal number of participants is four, the study could continue with as few as two.
The most important is to have both middle and high school represented.
Protection of Participants
Before participants were included in the study they were required to read and sign a
consent form. The informed consent document was sent electronically to all participants and
signed before the first interview. This document outlined the rights of the individual to freely
participate and withdraw their participation, that they will be recorded, that the recording will
remain private, that a pseudonym would be used for each participant and district, and that they
could ask questions at any time. The consent form further explained that interviews,
observations, photos, or other documents that are collected would be used for this study alone
and would not be shared with any other entity (school district, colleagues, MDE).
Data Collection
Based on the nature of qualitative studies, the types of data were ever-changing and
were all-encompassing because of the advancement of technology. This meant that the
researcher needed to collect enough relevant data to present each case study in context. Case
study data collection “involves a wide array of procedures as the researcher builds an in-depth
picture of the case” through multiple forms including “documents, archival records, interviews,
direct observation, participant observation, and physical artifacts” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p.
162). To properly gather data for case study research, it was vital to have a plan: gain access to
the research field, choose cases that would provide rich information, and have the equipment
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necessary for gathering and storing data. Generally, data collection could begin after the lead
investigator gained access through a “gatekeeper” and then after the participants signed the
consent form.
After permission from the school district superintendent and local school principal was
granted, the researcher approached the teachers that were recommended via e-mail. The email explained the research purpose and research question along with outlining why he or she
was chosen for the study, how much time the study would last, the duties of both researcher
and participant (with estimated time commitment), and how the results of the research would be
reported. Once participants felt like they had a clear understanding of the research and were
comfortable with the duties, each participant signed a consent form. This consent form was emailed to the subject, returned to the researcher, and stored on the computer. This process was
followed for each teacher that agreed to participate in the case study.
Next, the researcher scheduled time with each participant to conduct an interview to
ascertain the perceptions and attitudes about integrating literacy before implementing the
teacher modeled think-aloud reading strategy. When possible, this initial interview was
scheduled during the teacher’s prep period or outside of the school day. Interviews were semi
structured because “all informants [ask the] same core questions with the freedom to ask followup questions that build on the responses received” (Green, et al., 2006, p. 362). The researcher
asked the open-ended interview questions to each teacher individually in person in their
classroom. Questions for the pre-implementation interview included background information,
literacy experiences and beliefs, and knowledge about disciplinary literacy or the think-aloud
reading strategy. In total, there were ten questions. Providing open-ended questions for this
research was vital because each teacher is unique. Even though all the teachers were teaching
science, personalities and teaching philosophies vary. Broad interview questions allowed the
interviewer to glean information from the interviewee while honoring each teacher’s unique
style. Conducting the interviews in person, when possible, the researcher stays true to the spirit
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of a case study by speaking face-to-face and actually see the teacher in his or her classroom,
giving context to the research (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
After the first interview, the researcher scheduled a time to observe the teacher teaching
a lesson that included an attempt at literacy integration. These observations were classified as a
“nonparticipant or observer as participant” because the “researcher is an outsider...watching
and taking field notes from a distance” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 168). Data were recorded
without direct involvement with the classroom activity or people. The observation protocol
included drawing the classroom or using the researcher’s cell phone to take a picture of the
classroom to illustrate the amount of collaboration or interaction the teacher built into their
lessons. Observations notes also recorded how the teacher integrated disciplinary literacy into
the lesson. The researcher also videoed lessons or excerpts of lessons that illustrated literacy
integration. When possible, the researcher collected assignment worksheets and/or study
materials utilized by the students. These observations and documents were used to affirm or
contradict the answers the teacher offered in the initial interview. The second observation was
done while the teacher implemented the think-aloud reading strategy. These observations
focused entirely on the think-aloud reading strategy and how the students responded to it. The
final interview was scheduled right after the second observation where the teacher tried the
think-aloud reading strategy to learn if he or she had any changed attitudes about disciplinary
literacy integration in their classroom.
Interviews were recorded using the Easy Voice Recorder app on the researcher’s cell
phone. The interviews were then transcribed with the aid of the transcription services offered on
the Windows Online platform. During the study, all data was stored on the researcher’s Office
365 cloud account. These data included interview audio, interview transcripts, pictures of
classrooms, teacher lesson plans or student handouts, observation field notes, and lesson
videos.
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Data Analysis
Because of the amount of data that each case can incur, a researcher needs to have a
clear way to analyze them. Figure three provides a simple outline of data analysis from Hancock
and Algozzine (2017). This model included steps such as preparing the data through
transcription for analysis, reducing the data into themes through coding and memoing,
condensing the codes, and finally representing the data through figures, tables, or a discussion.
Creswell and Posh (2018) present a different theory of data analysis. While the tasks of
collecting data, preparing data, finding themes, and presenting data are the same, they believed
researchers did not move in a straight line. Instead, a "researcher engages in the process of
moving in analytic circles rather than using a fixed linear approach” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p.
185). The best way to illustrate this process was through a picture of a spiral (see Figure 4).
Figure 3:
Stage model for qualitative analysis

Source: Hancock and Algozzine (2017)
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Figure 4:
Data analysis spiral

The spiral seems to more accurately depict how researchers interact with data, especially for
case studies. This is because the researcher:
engages in the process of moving in analytic circles rather than using a fixed liner
approach. One enters with data of text or audiovisual materials and exits with an account
or a narrative. In between, the researcher touches on several facets of analysis and
circles around and around. Within each spiral the researcher uses analytic strategies for
the goal of generating specific analytic outcomes. (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 185)
Mariam & Tinsdell (2016) concurred stating that “the process of data collection and analysis is
recursive and dynamic” (p. 195). It is only after continued revisiting and reading of data can
researchers truly analyze with credibility and trustworthiness.
Even with this understanding of a reoccurring process of data analysis, different types of
data require individual approaches in the beginning. The main source of data for this case study
was the interview. Once the interview was recorded using the Easy Voice Recorder application,
it was stored on the cloud. After each interview, the transcript was created using the
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Transcription services provided on the Windows Online platform. The researcher then listened
to the interview while reading the transcript off the computer screen to ensure its accuracy and
completeness. This follows the advice of Marriam & Tisdell (2016) who believed that verbatim
transcription of recorded interviews provides the best database for analysis (p.131). As the lead
investigator, the researcher alone listened to the recordings and corrected the transcripts.
Reviewing the transcripts multiple times has great benefits, according to Marriam & Tisdell
(2016) including “increasing your familiarity with your data” (p. 132). Once satisfied that the
transcripts were accurate, they were uploaded to the appropriate folder on the researcher’s
Office 365 Cloud account. For a backup, a transcript was printed and kept it in the three-ring
binder assigned for this case study.
The other main source of data in this case study was the classroom observation.
Observations are important because an outsider will “notice things that have become routine to
the participants themselves” and because observations can “triangulate emerging findings, that
is they are used in conjunction with interviewing and document analysis to substantiate the
findings” (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016, p. 138). Following guidance from Creswell & Poth (2018) and
Merriam & Tisdell (2016), an observational protocol was created. At the observation site, the
researcher sat in the back of the room to focus on the teacher and the student's reactions to the
teacher’s instruction. Because recording equipment is often intrusive, field notes were written on
notebook paper. Field notes were labeled at the top with the date, time, place, class teacher
name, and title. To become familiar with the classroom space, the researcher arrived early to
sketch out or take a picture of the classroom including classroom decorations, desk
arrangement, where the teacher's desk was placed, and how the teacher moved around the
room. Observation field notes were supplemented with short recordings using the researcher’s
cell phone. The researcher also used her cell phone to take pictures of classroom activities,
classroom arrangements, and curriculum.
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Because the case study was investigating how disciplinary literacy was integrated into
the science classroom, observations focused on literacy activities and interactions in the
classroom. A code sheet was created that classified activities as activating prior knowledge,
vocabulary building, comprehension assessment, and “reading like a scientist.” Student
responses to the literacy activities were also recorded. In addition to recording what was
happening in the setting, there was a special part of the field notes template designated to
recording the researcher’s own behaviors, as suggested by Marriam & Tisdell (2016). As an
English teacher and literacy researcher, the researcher already had strongly held ideas and
beliefs about literacy integration and the think-aloud reading strategy. To ensure that these
observations were as objective as possible, it was important to record the researcher’s thoughts
and interpretations about what was happening- careful to limit bias thinking before it moved to
judgment.
The field notes written during the observation became raw data. Both Creswell & Poth
(2018) and Marriam & Tisdell (2016) urged researchers to take this raw data and write up field
notes as soon as possible after the observation was completed. Following these instructions
from both qualitative research experts, these field notes were written into thick narrative
descriptions. In addition to the thick narrative, the researcher also included reflective comments
in the field notes. These reflective comments included any “feelings, reactions, hunches, initial
interpretations, speculations, and working hypothesis” (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016, p. 151). After
field notes were typed out on a word document, they were uploaded to the researcher’s Office
365 cloud account and into the appropriate case folder.
The final source of data came from collecting and analyzing documents. The researcher
collected sample lessons, worksheets, and curriculum guides. If a physical copy of the
document could not be collected, the researcher took pictures of the material. Documents could
include pictures of textbook pages and teacher guides. Documents were carefully sorted and
filed digitally in the appropriate folder on the researcher’s Office 365 cloud account.
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Once the initial collection and analysis of data were completed, it was time to engage in
deep data analysis. With the reminder that data analysis happens more than once, the casestudy analysis involved coding, memoing, and finding themes. First, as stated earlier, the
interview transcripts and observation field notes were read and reviewed several times. This
allowed the researcher to not only become very familiar with these data, but it also helped get a
whole sense of the case before breaking data into parts. While reading, the researcher wrote
memos in the margins. Memos are “short phrases, ideas or key concepts that occur to the
reader” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 188). Memos “capture your reflections, tentative themes,
hunches, ideas, and that to pursue that are derived from this...set of data” (Merriam & Tisdell,
2016, p. 158). These memos aided in processing data and, eventually, form codes.
The researcher reflected and reviewed the raw data until the point of saturation, which
meant that information “repeats itself such that no new relevant information seems to emerge
pertaining to a category [or] category development” (Onwuegbuzie et al., 2009, p.118). Once
the point of saturation was achieved, the next phase of analysis was coding. Staying true to the
spiral nature of data analysis, the act of developing codes blended into memoing because it was
natural to start finding patterns and repetitions in the data. Coding is the process qualitative
researchers utilize to make sense of the data from the interviews and observations. Coding
“involves aggregating the text or visual data into small categories of information, seeking
evidence for the code from different databases being used in a study, and then assigning a label
to the code” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 190). The researcher practiced open coding, as defined
by Merriem & Tisdell (2016) because of the importance to approach data with an open mind,
controlling as much biases as possible. Ultimately, as codes were developed and assigned, the
researcher ensured to keep the practical goal of data analysis in mind: to find answers to the
research questions (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
Through continued analysis and review, the process of axial coding or analytical coding
began. This is a process of grouping open codes into broader categories that go beyond
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description. Axial coding is coding that “comes from interpretation and reflection on meaning”
(Merriam & Tisdell, 2016, p. 206). These categories were conceptual and covered many
individual units of data. The researcher adhered to the guidance of Merriam & Tisdell (2016)
when naming the categories by coming up with terms that reflected what was emerging from the
data. This process to confirm categories took every measure to be exhaustive, mutually
exclusive, and conceptually congruent.
Finally, the researcher worked to whittle the categories down to five or six overarching
themes. Where the process of creating categories from the codes was an exercise in
interpreting the data, creating themes that moved beyond making inferences, developing
models, or even generating a theory (Merriam & Tisndell, 2016). These themes were the
qualitative researcher’s way of creating understanding. For this case study, the goal was to
illuminate the perception and attitudes of science teachers as it pertained to literacy integration.
After the initial theme creation, the researcher shared conclusions with the study participants to
complete member checking. Member checking is imperative to complete to ensure the validity
of the research.
The process of reading data, memoing in the margins, creating codes, combining codes
and naming categories, and ultimately presenting the case-study themes required organization
and the ability to retrieve data efficiently. After reviewing some of the qualitative analysis frees
software, the researcher decided to use the Office 365 tools such as word, excel, and
transcription.
Instruments
To complete case study research, the main research instrument is the researcher as he
or she collects the data through interviews and observations. However, there were a few other
instruments that are vital for this study to be successful including creating an interview and
observation protocol. To complete the interviews, both pre- and post-implementation of the
think-aloud reading strategy, several types of equipment and instruments were necessary. It
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was necessary to give qualitative interviews special considerations because of “the personal
relationship it often establishes with an informant and the sometimes unpredictable direction
that conversations can take as a project evolves” (Green, et al., 2006, p. 361). Taking this into
consideration, the researcher decided to conduct semi-structured interviews. To ensure that
there was conformity and reliability among the interviews, the researcher utilized prepared
interview questions (see Appendix A). This researcher-created instrument included five preimplementation questions and three post-implementation questions. Along with the prepared
questions, the researcher utilized the Easy Voice Recording application on the cell phone to
record the interview. This application stored the interview on the researcher’s phone and then
allowed the researcher to upload the recording to their Office 365 cloud account.
The instruments that were required to complete classroom observations were simpler.
The researcher traveled to each classroom to observe how the teacher currently integrated
literacy in their classroom and to observe how the teacher implemented the think-aloud strategy.
The participating teacher provided a place in the classroom that was inconspicuous, and the
researcher wrote down pertinent notes including drawings of the classroom. When possible, the
researcher video recorded parts of lessons and photographed educational activities. This
means that the researcher utilized paper, pencil, and pens, and a cell phone.
Finally, data analysis required a variety of instruments. After recording the interviews
and observing teachers, the researcher utilized a computer, headphones, printers, and pens or
markers of various colors. These tools were used to listen to the interviews, correct transcripts,
and highlight reoccurring themes.
Role of Researcher
Because of the nature of the study, the researcher plays an integral role. Creswell and
Poth (2018) explained that in qualitative studies the researcher “collects data themselves
through examining documents, observing behavior, and interviewing participants” (p. 43). In
other words, the researcher is the instrument used for data collecting. For this study, the
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researcher chose and communicated with the teachers who agreed to participate in the case
study. After planning the interviews, the researcher analyzed and corrected transcripts. Once
the initial interview was conducted, the researcher followed-up with a classroom observation.
When the participating teacher was trying the think-aloud reading strategy, the researcher
observed the lesson. Finally, the researcher conducted post-implementation interviews to collect
initial thoughts about the think-aloud reading strategy and how views or opinions about
integrating literacy into their classroom changed (if at all). The researcher was responsible for
uploading all data secure on the Office 365 Cloud account and then keeping it secure. Each
recording and picture were given a title so that the researcher could easily organize and utilize
each piece of data as necessary.
A vital role of a qualitative researcher is that he or she practices reflexivity. This means
that researchers “convey their background (e.g., work experiences, cultural experiences,
history), how it informs their interpretation of the information in a study, and what they have to
gain from the study” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 44). Qualitative research requires the researcher
to make interpretations and assumptions about cases. To accomplish this with intellectual
integrity, the researcher was honest about the prior experiences and biases that influenced how
they analyze data.
Previous Knowledge and Bias
Researchers play an integral role in qualitative research. It is vital to acknowledge any
previous experiences, knowledge, or biases at the beginning of the study. The researcher has
been a teacher for the past 17 years. After graduating from Winona State University with a
degree in Communication Arts and Literature Education, the researcher taught for 13 years in
both America and China. Experiences included both public and private schools, including rural
and metro school districts. After 13 years, the researcher went back to graduate school to earn
a master’s degree in Curriculum and Instruction with an emphasis on literacy. The culminating
action research project tested the effectiveness of the think-aloud reading strategy in a
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language arts classroom. Findings from the action research project and from teaching
colleagues spurred this interest and desire for continued literacy research. For two years, the
researcher helped the local school district by periodically presenting professional development
workshops about vocabulary instruction and reading comprehension. These experiences
created a solid foundation.
Researcher bias can manifest at any point during the research process. Instead of
hiding, ignoring, or even trying to eliminate bias, qualitative researchers should acknowledge
and monitor them. Merriam and Tisdell (2016) said that researchers should keep track of their
biases, which will aid in reducing their influence on the study (p. 16). Before even designing the
study, beliefs about the theoretical framework and philosophical beliefs about teaching and
literacy were evaluated. Concerning the literature review, the researcher did due diligence to
find authors and articles that were relevant and valid. Reasoning behind the methodology was
explained and the researcher ensured that the case study research process was followed
clearly. During the interviews and observations, the researcher refrained from giving opinions
that could have influenced participant’s answers or the actions in the classroom. Analyzing the
data is the time during which bias is most noticeable. Researchers must work fastidiously to
bracket, or set aside, their own experiences and assumptions. To accomplish this, the
researcher carefully read transcripts several times to ensure that the themes that were
developing were impartial and pertinent. Finally, the researcher included all data in the report –
not just the information that seemed to support a positive outcome.
The researcher expects to find teachers hesitant to include literacy instruction in their
science classrooms. This hesitancy could be the result of feeling ill-prepared or feeling as if it is
not necessary to integrate literacy. It could be assumed that teachers know how important it is
to read well, but they might not believe it is their job to teach literacy. Or they believed that
teaching literacy could take away time from their already busy year of teaching content. The
researcher is hoping that teachers will learn that the think-aloud reading strategy will be easy to
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use and be an effective tool for any content teacher. It is the researcher’s desire to hear a
change in perceptions and attitudes after trying the think-aloud reading strategy. Of course, only
one attempt may not be enough time or exposure to really create change.
Qualifications
Prior to the researcher’s doctorate course work, a master’s degree in curriculum and
instruction with an emphasis on literacy was completed in 2018. During that graduate program,
the researcher successfully completed a reading clinic in addition to courses in curriculum
learning theory and content literacy. The researcher completed for the final action research
project, which focused on the think-aloud reading strategy, provided an excellent foundation for
this doctoral research.
Training and experience with conducting case study research included collecting
observational data, interviewing and transcribing, memoing, and eliciting themes from data
during a summative class project in the ED 704 course. During this course, the field research
was conducted and supervised. Completion of the ED 704 course was a requirement for the
Doctor of Education program at Minnesota State University, Moorhead. Conducting a qualitative
research project was a requirement in ED704.
In addition to field experience in ED 704, ED 701 prepared students for the rigors of
research within a doctorate setting. Students enrolled in the course were required to compile
resources for annotated bibliographies and literature reviews. This practice prepared the
researcher to organize and write this dissertation.
Ethical Considerations
The researcher utilized Creswell and Poth’s (2018) framework of accounting for ethical
considerations during each part of the research process (p. 55). Prior to conducting the study,
IRB approval for this study was completed through the Minnesota State University, Moorhead,
IRB board. Before finalizing classroom observation plans, permission was granted from the
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necessary district or school supervisors. Because the researcher wrote the interview questions,
no permission was needed to use these materials.
To participate in the study, participants signed the consent form to understand their
rights. Not only did this protect the individual teachers, but it also protected their students in the
classroom since everything was to remain private and names were not used. When the consent
form was signed, participants were informed about the purpose of the study as well as the
expectations for both participants and researcher. The main study focused on the teacher, so it
was not necessary to receive permission from the parents or guardians of the students. Other
than the students in the classroom, who were not the subject of the study, there were no
vulnerable populations included.
During the study, all data was stored on the researcher’s personal Office 365 cloud
account. This included interview videos, interview transcripts, pictures of classrooms, teacher
lesson plans, videos, and observation notes. The account was secured with a password to
ensure privacy and protection. Each document was dated, and any identifying information was
removed. Using cloud or online storage was beneficial because it was secure, and it was not
dependent upon a specific computer. Laptops could run out of space or become damaged.
Utilizing online or cloud storage was the best way to avoid human error or unforeseen computer
damage or malfunction.
The main ethical concerns when analyzing data were privacy and researcher bias. As
stated before, all identifying information was removed. When analyzing the data, the researcher
created composite profiles and assigned aliases. To combat bias, a researcher must state that
bias exists and then practice bracketing. Bracketing is when “investigators set aside their
experiences, as much as possible, to take a fresh perspective” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 78).
It is impossible to eliminate all bias, but a researcher should state clearly his or her experiences
and assumptions before delving into the experiences of others. Finally, once the study was
complete, the researcher went through a member checking process. Participants of the study
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reviewed the findings and gave feedback, which was then recorded and included. The final
findings were reported and published completely and truthfully. The language was appropriate
and transparent.
Summary
The purpose of this study was to investigate secondary science teacher’s attitudes and
perceptions pertaining to integrating literacy into their classroom. Additionally, it was significant
to discover how those perceptions change, if at all, after implementing the teacher-modeled
think-aloud reading strategy. To gather rich data, the case study research method was used. By
selecting no more than four secondary science teachers, the researcher interviewed and
observed these teachers multiple times in their natural context to utilize multiple sources of data
to understand their experiences and beliefs.
The study followed the advice from both expert researcher duos Creswell and Poth
(2018) and Merriem and Tisdell (2016) when preparing and conducting the case study. After
receiving permission from the school district and potential participants, e-mails to these
candidates were sent explaining the study. Once a positive response was offered, participants
signed a letter of consent that outlined the study timeline, responsibilities, and participants
rights. Analysis of raw data continued through writing complete transcriptions and field notes all
while gathering the data through interview and classroom observation. During these repeated
analyses, the researcher wrote memos in the margins to organize thoughts and to start
interpreting data. Continuing to follow directions for the expert researchers, memos were coded
and then categorized. The data analysis spiral ended once descriptive themes that provided a
rich narrative of case study findings were created.
During the entire study, the researcher worked to ensure each part was conducted
ethnically. Each participant was notified of their rights and ensured of their anonymity. Data
were stored privately and securely with the understanding that the final report would not include
any identifiable information. Interview and observation protocols were and adhered to in order to
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curb bias and to increase reliability in data. Finally, the researcher worked to bracket herself
during all phases of the study: gathering data, analyzing data, and initial reporting of findings.
Though the experiences as a teacher helped the researcher connect with the participants, it was
imperative to listen and watch with a non-judgmental eye and ear.
In Chapter Four, specifics of this study will be presented. The methodology, as
suggested by Creswell and Poth (2018) and Merriam and Tisdell (2016), of gathering and
analyzing the data for these specific cases will be described. After explaining the process for
this specific study, the results of the analysis procedure will be presented.
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Chapter 4: Findings
Introduction
Literacy is important. Integrating literacy instruction into secondary content classes is
essential for students as reading demands change and increase. And yet literacy education in
secondary seems lacking. The preceding sections explored previous research about how a
student learns to read and the emerging importance of disciplinary literacy. After sharing the
research question, the researcher established why utilizing the case study research method was
the best avenue of study and explained how one could conduct a case study with integrity and
reliability. The purpose of this study was to learn how science teacher attitudes and perceptions
about literacy integration affected how they utilized reading strategies like the think-aloud
reading strategy. Chapter Four shares the results of the two month-long study. It begins with a
discussion about the researcher’s role in the case study and how the researcher controlled her
bias, conducting the study with bias awareness. This is followed by a description of the sample
used in the case study and the research methodology. Much of the chapter is dedicated to
presenting the conclusions with ample evidence from the data. Finally, chapter four concludes
with a synthesis of the data and a summary.
Researcher’s Role
Conducting a case study requires a researcher to embody certain attributes, according
to Yin (2018). Because case studies have grown in popularity outside of academia, there is a
misconception that conducting a case study is “easy.” The opposite is true. According to Yin
(2018), the “demands of a case study on your intellect, ego, and emotions are far greater than
those of any other research method” (Yin, 2018, pg. 82). Case study researchers are intimately
involved in all aspects of the study and are required to “ask good questions, be a good listener,
stay adaptive, have a firm grasp of the issues being studied, and conduct research ethically”
(Yin, 2018, pg. 82-83). The researcher for this specific study worked diligently to demonstrate
the desired qualities for a successful case study.
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First, the researcher utilized a structured interview protocol and relied on guided
practices for effective listening. Since 2018, the researcher has been interested in how to utilize
the think-aloud reading strategy in secondary classrooms other than English. While reading
articles about fluency and reading comprehension, the researcher stayed inquisitive, which lead
to this particular study. Working with her advisor and listening to constructive criticism, the
researcher created and revised a quality research question. The researcher also prepared
probing questions for the case study interviews based on her prior knowledge of literacy and
classroom teaching.
What sets case study research apart from other research is that one must have “an
inquiring mind during data collection, not just before or after the activity” (Yin, 2018, pg. 83).
And when a researcher listens, it is more than showing undivided attention. According to Yin
(2018), being a good listener means “receiving information through multiple modalities…[and]
being able to assimilate large amount of new information without bias” (pg. 84). To the best of
the researcher’s ability, she strived to demonstrate these two important qualities. While
collecting data from interviews, observations, and classroom documents/pictures, the
researcher listened intently and reflected continually upon what she was hearing and seeing in
the classroom or from the participating teachers. When there was an instance that challenged
her idea of literacy, being literate, or her traditional understanding of the think-aloud method, the
researcher contemplated the initial thoughts by asking questions. Because the researcher
observed multiple classes, the researcher often wrote questions and other reflections in the
margin of her field notes. This demonstrates an inquisitive mind that understands data analysis
requires multiple points of consideration.
To be a successful case study researcher, one must stay adaptive. There are few details
of a study that proceeds exactly as planned, even more so during the era of COVID-19, where
society had to adapt to a global pandemic. It is important to make minor adjustments as needed
without compromising the integrity of the case study. The researcher originally wanted to find
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three or four science teachers regardless of location. After committee feedback, the researcher
changed and tried to find a science department in either middle school or high school to use for
a case study. But few schools wrote back to any inquiries. The case study was to include a
small quantitative aspect to test the effectiveness of the think-aloud reading strategy, but
educators were over-burdened by this. This resulted in the case study including only two
Science teachers – one high school teacher and one middle school teacher. The researcher
adhered to the interview and observation protocols established during the planning phase and
worked conscientiously on collecting as much data as possible during the month that the
educators could participate. Limiting the study to two educators and jettisoning the quantitative
part of the study did not diminish the research. Conducting a case study continued to be the
best method for collecting data to answer the research question
Finally, a case study researcher needs to have a firm grasp of the issue being studied.
Yin (2018) emphasized this point because “without a firm grasp of the issues, you could miss
important clues and would not know when a deviation was acceptable or even desirable” (pg.
86). During a case study, the researcher needs to know the best way to record and interpret
data, which is why he or she must be knowledgeable in the field. The researcher for this study
has extensive background in education and literacy. Not only did the researcher teach English
for 17 years in middle and high school, but she received her Master’s in Curriculum and
Instruction with an emphasis in Literacy. The lack of effective reading instruction in secondary
classrooms lead the researcher to study how students learn how to read and effective reading
strategies for those who are struggling. Extensive reading of academic journals provided context
for the study of disciplinary literacy. Because of the work in the classroom as a teacher and
student, the researcher was able to gather and process data from the interviews, observations,
and documents.
Because of the nature of case studies, researchers are substantially involved in the work
of planning, gathering, and analyzing data. To conduct such research ethically, the researcher
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must display the characteristics listed in the Yin (2018) text. This researcher conducted the
research attentively and meticulously – exhibiting the qualities of an appropriate case study
researcher.

Description of Sample
It is important to remember the research question when choosing who to include in a
case study. This research focused on how secondary science teachers’ attitudes and
perceptions about disciplinary literacy instruction contribute to utilizing new reading strategies,
specifically the think-aloud reading strategy. To learn about the connection between teacher
attitudes and perceptions and the utilization of disciplinary literacy, the researcher needed to
identify the boundaries of the case (Yin, 2018, pg. 31). During the planning phase, the
researcher decided to utilize the criterion sampling strategy (Creswell & Poth, 2018, pg. 159).
Criterion sampling seeks cases that meet certain criterion, which is essential for quality
assurance. The researcher planned to include a teacher whose main license is science
education with at least five years of experience. This teacher could have taught in either middle
or high school, but it would have been best if he or she had experience teaching both.
Additionally, this teacher should be willing to talk about their experiences integrating literacy,
open to trying the think-aloud reading method, and allow the researcher to observe the
classroom. Because one teacher’s experience cannot speak for all teachers, the researcher
decided to follow the advice from her committee and ask one science department to form a
multi-case study around that particular department. Unfortunately, due to COVID-19 strains and
restrictions, many schools were unable to participate, or science departments did not have
enough time to participate. This forced the researcher to find cases that fit the criteria but were
also willing and available. This meant the researcher chose convenient cases – two science
teachers who were willing to be included in the research.
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This case study included two science educators. For the purposes of this study, the
educators will be known as Teacher A and Teacher B. Both participants were employed as
secondary science teachers at the same school in rural southeastern Minnesota. The rural town
has a population of less than 2,000 residents with 95% of those residents identifying as
Caucasian (nces.ed.gov). The school district consisted of one school building with two wings:
elementary education and secondary education. There were 448 total students and 35 total
teachers in the school district. While both teachers taught in the same building for the same
school district, there were many differences between the two individuals.
Teacher A was a middle-aged male who has taught science for over twenty years. He
graduated from college in 2002 and began his teaching career in Alaska where he was asked to
not only teach science, but also teach math and writing. After teaching in Alaska for three years,
Teacher A moved to his current school where he has been teaching since 2005. Six years ago,
Teacher A got his Master’s in Educational Leadership through a Minnesota 4-year university.
But Teacher A also took classes through another 4-year Minnesota university on and off to add
more certifications to his licensure. Teacher A explained that in order to teach science one
Image 1:
Teacher A's Classroom
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needed to “be licensed in each subfield, which is a pain in a small school.” Because of this
requirement, Teacher A completed various classes to be licensed to teach physics, biology,
chemistry, anatomy and physiology, ecology, sports science, and middle school science.
Teacher A has taught every grade from 8th grade to 12th.
Teacher A’s classroom showed evidence of student involvement and activity. Scattered
around the room were students’ unfinished projects, extra textbooks, and various sample
curriculum from other vendors. These samples were ordered when the department was looking
for new curriculum. The classroom consisted of two distinct halves: one half contained singlestudent desks that were arranged in rows. The other half of the room contained lab tables with
four stools around each table. Each lab space held a scale and a microscope. The parameter of
the room housed bookshelves, a poster of the periodic table, and a shelf that acted like a
greenhouse with different plants. The many whiteboards around the room were utilized by
Teacher A when giving examples or the students used them to work through difficult problems
with a partner. Teacher A used a SMART board to deliver his material during direct instruction
time. While teaching, it was evident that Teacher A was passionate about his job because as he
paced around the room, and he offered many examples to illustrate his points. For example, the
researcher heard Teacher A refer to water bottles when teaching about various chemical
compounds. In his Anatomy and Physiology class when the students were learning about the
functions of types of tissues and their functions, Teacher A introduced Marfan Syndrome and
showed pictures of Michael Phelps and Abraham Lincoln as examples. And in his Biology class,
he reviewed an article about chronic wasting disease (CWD) that mentioned their hometown.
During the interviews, Teacher A answered questions with enthusiasm and illustrated his ideas
with many stories from his long teaching career.
Teacher B, on the other hand, was a young man in his mid-20s who graduated from
college in 2021. When he agreed to participate in the study, this was his first teaching position in
his first-year of teaching. Teacher B graduated from a 4-year Minnesota university with a
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Bachelor of Applied Science. At the time of this study, he was teaching 8th and 9th grade Earth
Science along with one class of advanced Biology that is for upperclassmen.
Teacher B’s classroom was set up very orderly with tables where students sat in groups
of four. There were compartments behind Teacher B’s desk that the students could use to store
their student workbook that came with the curriculum, also known as a consumable. Comparing
the pictures of the two teacher classrooms (Image 1 and 2), one could conclude that Teacher
B’s classroom was more updated with new cabinets and functioning sinks for when the students
do labs. Like Teacher A, Teacher B used an LCD projector, but he did not have a SMART
board. Instead, Teacher B projected what he needed on one of his many whiteboards for his
direct instruction, which were located at the front of the classroom. On one side wall, Teacher B
wrote the agenda for the week for each of his classes, which seemed to be normal and
expected for the students. There was also a class pet.
Teacher B spoke with clarity and intention. His lessons were thoughtful and utilized the
new online resources that came with the new curriculum. Teacher B was engaging with his
students and worked hard to connect science to his students’ lives. For example, when
Image 2
Teachers B's Classroom
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illustrating Newton’s 3rd law about how every action has an equal and opposite reaction, he
described a scene of fighting siblings. The researcher observed the students offering their ideas
and examples often in class, which Teacher B encouraged. His answers during the interview
relied on his current studies – the several education courses he took in college. He spoke with
optimism and a willingness to learn during his first year of teaching.
Research Methodology Applied to the Sample
Many qualitative research experts like Creswell and Poth (2018) described general
guidelines for qualitative studies. Their works, along with Yin’s text (2018) provided a basis for
the design and analysis for data for the present study.
Data collection occurred October 2021 through November 2021. During that period of
time, the researcher conducted a preliminary semi-structured interview with both participants to
gather background information, current levels of literacy integration, attitudes about literacy
integration, and their prior experience with the think-aloud reading strategy. All protocols were
adhered to including gaining permission from the principal and participant ahead of time,
acquiring a signed consent form (Appendix A), and asking predetermined questions of each
participant (Appendix B). The interview was recorded using the Easy Voice Recording (version
2.8.2) app on the researcher’s cell phone. The audio recordings were then uploaded to Office
365 and transcribed with the help of Office online. The researcher listened to the recordings
several times for accuracy and analysis. The transcriptions were saved on the researcher’s
computer on the Office 365 cloud. It was during that initial interview that the researcher also
reviewed the elements of the think-aloud strategy and scheduled a time to observe each
teacher.
One week after the preliminary interviews, the researcher attended the school on
October 12, 13, and 14, 2021 to observe the teachers. During the three-day observation time,
the researcher observed Teacher A for one full school day and then observed Teacher B two
half-days. Both educators taught a lesson in their own teaching style and then also attempted to
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implement the think-aloud reading strategy. To follow the observation protocols established
during the planning portion of the research, the researcher typed notes on the computer, took
pictures of the classroom to note the environment and classroom structure, and utilized a tablet
to record parts of the lessons that demonstrated literacy integration (Appendix C). Because data
analysis is continuous and cyclical, the researcher not only recorded what happened in the
classroom but also wrote down reflections and questions during observations. When
convenient, the researcher reviewed the curriculum each participant used for their lessons and
gathered any student handouts or lesson plans. Like the interviews, the researcher uploaded all
images, recordings, and field notes to their appropriate folder on the Office 365 cloud. Data was
destroyed one year after this study was published.
The last phase of data collection included returning to both teachers and conducting a
post interview to investigate any changes in their attitudes or perceptions of literacy integrations.
The researcher followed the interview protocol by asking the same predetermined questions
and recording the interview with the same cell phone application as before. The researcher
uploaded the audio files and utilized the same online Microsoft Office tool to transcribe the
interviews. Just like the initial interviews, the researcher listened to the recordings several times
to ensure accuracy and to gain familiarity for analysis.
Though each qualitative researcher may discuss analysis a little bit differently, several
qualitative researchers come to a general consensus on the analysis process including Yin
(2018), Cresswell and Poth (2018), Merriam and Tisdell (2016), and Hancock and Algozzine
(2017) Bloomberg and Volpe (2019). The first step is to prepare and organize the data from
multiple sources for analysis. The rational for collected data from multiple sources in case study
research “relates to the basic motive for doing a case study in the first place: to do an in-depth
study of a phenomenon in its real-world context” (Yin, 2018, pg. 127). It is essential to utilize
multiple sources so that one can triangulate findings. This research focused on data
triangulation. This means “multiple sources of evidence essentially provide multiple measures of
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the same phenomenon” (pg. 128). Triangulating findings increases validity of the study.
Collecting this data was described in detail in the previous paragraphs. The second step was to
“reduce the data into themes through a process of coding and condensing the codes” (Creswell
& Poth, 2018, pg. 183). This process takes time, intention, and critical thinking.
As presented in chapter three, analysis is recursive not linear. Researchers must review
data multiple times to be familiar with it and find patterns or themes. Even during the interviews
and observations, the researcher was actively reflecting upon the research question and writing
down any other questions to focus inquiry. After all data was gathered, the researcher read
through all data several times while underlining, highlighting, and writing initial thoughts in the
margins. These markings were the beginning of memoing. Memoing involves “recording and
writing notes about certain occurrences or sentences that seem of vital interest…[they are]
written versions of an internal dialogue going on during the research” (Bloomberg & Volpe,
2019, pg. 244). All transcriptions and field notes were printed, and pictures of pertinent
documents were arranged into document summaries via power point (See Appendix E). This
allowed the researcher to review all data in one place.
After the initial reading and memoing of data, the researcher created broad categories
for a more detailed coding, following the Bloomberg and Volpe (2019) suggestion. They
suggested that the researcher organizes the data, generates categories, identify patterns and
themes and then complete a more detailed coding of the data. The initial broad categories,
“form the backbone of your study” (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019, pg. 237). So, from the data, the
researcher created four broad categories to focus a more detailed coding:
1.

Function and purpose of a think aloud

2.

Evolution of Science pedagogy and curriculum

3.

Expanding the definition of reading and text

4.

Teacher expectations and past experiences with literacy instruction
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Using these categories, the researcher was able to re-read all the data with a renewed goal of
more specific coding, while also keeping an open mind so as to not be biased against any
findings that did not fall into the five categories. Coding is a way of chunking data. The goal of
coding is “to bring [your data] together so they can be reviewed and your thinking about the
topic developed” (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019, pg. 240). During this more rigorous coding
analysis, the researcher analyzed the data by taking note of reoccurring ideas. Repetition “is the
most common theme recognition technique and is based on the premise that if a concept
reoccurs throughout and/or across transcripts, it is like a theme” (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019, pg.
237). The researcher wrote words and phrases that could be used later to chunk information
together and then recorded each of these 60 words on a Microsoft Word document to create a
codebook (see Appendix D). The codes were then grouped by category and used to create
broad theme or finding statements.
Case studies requires an “analysis approach [that] integrates analysis themes and
contextual information” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, pg. 100). This study conducted an embedded
analysis (literacy in the science classroom), focusing on a few key issues (analysis of themes)
Figure 5:
Excerpt from theme chart 1
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and followed the themes across two cases (cross-case analysis). The researcher created theme
charts to organize evidence. Theme charts enable one to visualize the progression of the theme
or finding statements and how it is evident in the data. One theme chart was created for each of
the five theme statements (see example in Figure 5). This was the final step of analysis before
presenting the findings.

Presentation of Data and Results of Analysis
After analyzing the data using preferred methods from qualitative experts, the researcher
was able to infer three overarching themes that seem to answer the research question.
Science is an Experience
During interviews, observation, and even in analyzing curriculum, the predominant
message was that the students need to experience science. Both teachers emphasized this
fundamental principle several times – students need hands on inquiry to truly understand
science. Holding this belief that learning science happens during hand-on learning, the idea of
literacy is very separate and segregated. These teachers spoke of their concerns during literacy
integration because, according to them, reading is very passive. Learning science, they say, is
meant to be active. Because of this strongly held belief, two conclusions seemed to emerge
from the data.

Image 3
Examples of students learning through experience
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First, the participating science educators seemed hesitant to “add” disciplinary literacy
activities because of the belief that students learn more when they are experiencing
phenomenon. This theme dominated the interviews and observations. Both teachers
emphatically explained how learning science is active – students learn scientific concepts when
they experience and experiment with them. Teacher B said, “I think students can learn science
content better through working, like with it…hands on…experiencing it…observing it.” Teacher
A spoke of about how he wanted his students to do more than just know facts about science. He
continued saying, “science isn’t just vocab and understanding and being able to do matching
tests, it is more applying, doing, and getting somewhere, and coming up with an understanding.”
This theme emerged not only from the interviews but also during observations.
During observations, both teachers formed student groups for the purpose of
experimentation. Teacher A, who was teaching how to solve a physics cliff word problem, put
students in pairs to work on the white board and used objects to demonstrate what was
happening in the formula. Teacher B, who taught Earth Science, was working on Newton’s third
law. Each table was given force meters to measure what happened when force applied to one
object (see image 3). The study of science is meant to be actively involved in scientific
experiments, according to the participants.
Because the belief that science is meant to be experienced was so dominant, the
participating teachers explained that teaching literacy became secondary. In the preimplementation interview, Teacher A said, “I always struggle because, yes, I know reading is
important, but I also know if it limits their success, I’m going to lose them. And so, it’s always a
balancing act of how to do that the best way.” This sentiment was echoed by Teacher B who
added that literacy lessons in science serve as reinforcement for a concept that was already
practiced: “I think literacy is important, but I think when it comes to learning about content,
students need to experience it first…I think it [content reading] helps to reinforce ideas that have
experienced in the classroom.” The data seemed to reveal that these science teachers
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understand the importance of reading fluently, but that it was separate and even less of a
priority to the experience of science.
Experience was especially emphasized in the updated 2019 MN Science standards.
When speaking about the new standards, each participating teacher had a different reaction.
Teacher A, who had been teaching science for 20 years, shared that the standards went out of
order and focused mostly on broad concepts – one of which was listed as “the idea of
phenomena and experience.” He felt that these new standards made it harder to know if
students had mastered science content because they were less stringent and broader (focusing
on broad concepts), but that they did make it easier for teachers to pull in outside materials that
could make lessons more relevant. Teacher B, who graduated college in 2021, only knew the
2019 standards. He felt like he struggled in student teaching because he was taught in college
how to teach science the “new way,” but his mentor teacher was “stuck in the old way of
teaching.” Teacher B did not elaborate upon what the “old way” of teaching meant. Even with
the different reactions in the change of standards and curriculum, both teachers agreed that
students learn more when they are actively involved in science.
The second conclusion under this main theme was that while science curriculum and
standards have updated to include literacy integration, these science teachers did not seem to
fully utilize literacy resources because of lack of training and the bias towards experiencing. The
2019 science standards emphasized experience and scientific phenomenon, and they also
embed literacy standards and activities within the science content. Because of dedicated
research about the importance of literacy, the 2020 curriculum that the school purchased was
specifically written in a way to integrate literacy practices. However, neither Teacher A nor
Teacher B seemed to utilize these resources fully. Though Teacher B had recently graduated
from college, passed a content literacy class, and recalled his frustration with the old way of
teaching science, the researcher did not see him fully utilize these resources during classroom
observations.
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During observations, the researcher read through and analyzed the student workbooks
and the teacher textbook of the recently purchased Earth Science curriculum in Teacher B’s
classroom. This curriculum consisted of modules that focused on specific phenomenon.
Students received workbooks designed to introduce the focus concept, experiment with the
concept, and think though the scientific method. Much of the content was presented in a way to
reveal how scientists think and write. Image four illustrates how the workbook pages integrated
scientific literacy. In the workbook students were asked to make predictions, write down
observations, create a hypothesis, and use evidence to support their hypothesis. After exploring
the concept further, students were to revise their hypothesis and explain the changes. The
workbooks included sentence stems and paragraph structures, which were supposed to aid
students in scientific writing. This type of literacy integration could lend itself to a teacher thinkaloud or other literacy integration. And yet the researcher observed minimal use as Teacher B
did not seem to use the workbooks to specifically think-aloud about scientific literacy.
The researcher observed Teacher B’s Earth Science class two days. The lesson both
days was about force pairs. Force pairs pertains to Isaac Newton’s third law, which states that
Image 4
Example of integrating literacy in the 2020 Earth Science Curriculum - Student Workbook
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every action has an equal and opposite reaction. One the first day of observation, Teacher B
started class with a “Lesson Launch.” Students were asked to “study the picture [of the sailboat]
and try to answer the question.” The question the students had to answer was “Which statement
below best represents what is happening between the sail and the wind.” While students were
looking at the picture and deciding on which statement was best, Teacher B often would tell the
class “Read through the options. Think back to what we have been learning about. Try to
remember Newton’s third law.” After this opening activity, Teacher B conducted a demonstration
where he pushed against a wall and then pushed a student in a rolling chair. During this time,
he continued to use general statements like “Try to think what is happening” or “Try to write
down your observations” even though the workbook provided students specific space to
experience the scientific method (see image 4). The workbook pages were set up for students
to make a hypothesis, collect evidence, ask questions about the evidence, go back to the
observations, revise the hypothesis and the explain the reasoning. Each section provided
specific questions or sentence stems for students. The researcher did not observe Teacher B
taking advantage of these resources or suggestions.
During the last part of class on the first day of observation, the students participated in
an experiment using force scales. The student workbook provided specific background,
directions, a place to collect data and then questions for students to answer about the data (see
image 5). During this time Teacher B did ask specific questions such as “What were some of the
patterns you observed” or “What relationship did you notice between the two force readings on
the scales.” These questions seemed to more detailed to help students be successful with
scientific literacy. But the researcher did not observe Teacher B specifically talk about the
workbook pages. He did not provide sentence starters or the number of observations he wanted
the students to make or even provide what an effective observation statement included.
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Image 5
Student Workbook - Force Gage Lab

Another example of the 2020 curriculum integrating disciplinary literacy practices was
the short readings that were included. In the teacher and student book, there were notes about
what to do before reading, questions to ask during reading, and activities to do after reading.
Many of the readings included extension options like conducting a short research project or
composing a speech. The researcher did not observe the participating teachers utilizing these
suggestions. During the second day of observation, Teacher B went through an article in the
student workbook that continued the lesson about force pairs. While reading the passage,
Teacher B often stopped to ask students questions about the passage or to summarize difficult
parts into more student-friendly language. Even with suggestions on the side that could aid
science educators to minimally integrate disciplinary literacy that disclose effective reading
practices as a scientist, these teachers did not fully utilize these resources.
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To read like a scientist, one must think like a scientist.
Both teachers spoke frequently during the interviews about how different scientific
reading was. Teacher A showed the researcher a textbook from his chemistry and anatomy and
physiology class. He pointed out that the actual text included unfamiliar words, headings,
visuals, and explained that oftentimes the reader needed to have some background or skills in
math or statistics (See Image 6). Both Teachers shared their desire for their students to do more
than just know facts. Their ultimate goal was to have their students make connections, be
curious, and ask good questions. This type of critical thinking – thinking like a scientist – does
not happen by chance. Teacher A said that through his many years of teaching science he has
seen that students were curious by nature, but honing investigative skills took practice and time.
Therefore, the researcher made two deductions about what it means to be literate in science: to
be literate in science, one must be able to read, write, and speak in a way that demonstrates
thinking skills like evaluation, interpretation, and application of broad concepts; and science
Image 6
Examples of visual text in Biology class
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teachers require reading strategies that are adaptable, informal, and will illuminate the recursive
nature of science.
First, to be literate in science, one must be able to read, write, and speak in a way that
demonstrates thinking skills like evaluation, interpretation, and application of broad concepts.
During the first interview, the researcher asked the participants to read an article and talk aloud
about how they were reading it – complete a think-aloud. Both teachers shared that reading
scientific texts was very different from other types of reading.
A scientist must ask questions all the time while reading. This questioning seemed to
begin before a scientist even read the first sentence of the article. Starting his think-aloud during
the pre-implementation interview, Teacher A said, “So, automatically, I mean, there’s the
title…gene editing…and so OK. What’s the purpose? Are they fixing mistakes? Are they
improving upon?” Teacher B had a similar approach:
But the first thing kind of like you pointed out is just looking at the title and then also
maybe just the date to see how relevant it is. Because in science it’s a…important to be
reading through relevant articles as well. So, just looking at the title, you know, “How can
gene editing cure disease? You know, I’m looking at this year. It’s, you know, from 2019,
so it’s relevant.
As the participating science teachers continued reading, they continued to question
methodology, validity of sources, how the information fit into their prior knowledge, and if the
conclusions made sense. This was demonstrated best when the two teachers talked through
how they “read” the non-text parts of the article.
Reading in science includes numerous formats such as graphs, pictures, mathematical
formulas, tables, and other ways of visually representing vast amounts of information. The
participating teachers demonstrated how they approached reading non-traditional texts like
graphs. They reported how integral these visuals were in order to understand the main idea of
the article or passage because scientists need to be able to present their data in a concise way.
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Teacher B said that one could come to conclusions about what data was saying by looking at
the visual representation, but “obviously you’re going to want to read though [the rest of the text]
to make sure to understand the steps because this only shows you the data and you need to
know if they used good methodology to get that data. As a scientist, you have to ask those
questions.” To teach his students how to read graphics, Teacher A said that he asked his
students to look for patterns and ask questions about missing information – what they wish was
included. Participant B said that knowing how to use a legend was essential to understanding
data. Both teachers reinforced how reading in science was not linear, but a continuous practice
of returning to data, asking questions, and reviewing how this new knowledge fit into accepted
scientific knowledge.
Writing appeared to be closely connected to how well one could read. Teacher B
explained that “content reading’s biggest benefit is when it comes to writing in science…
[students can] see through reading examples.” Scientific writing seemed to reflect scientific
critical thinking. During classroom observations, both teachers asked students questions to
spark thinking and hone their observation skills. These activities allowed students to use
vocabulary words in their writing and speaking (when students shared in class). Both teachers
shared during their interviews about the necessity of direct instruction when creating lab reports,
writing observation, and conducting research. The researcher saw an example of this direct
instruction when Teacher B said to his students “remember that when you write your
argumentative statement it must be testable, something you can support, and something you
can argue.” Other times, these science teachers wanted to just get the students thinking so they
used less structured prompts. Teacher A said “I ask them to write a paragraph, what did you
learn and what are you predicting? What other questions do you have?” Teacher A said this
allowed him to analyze how the student was thinking, what connections he or she was making,
and what content he or she was not understanding.
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The second deduction made by the researcher was that these science teachers required
reading strategies that were adaptable, informal, and would illuminate the recursive nature of
science. During the observation time at the school, the researcher observed five different
science classes: Earth Science, Biology, Chemistry, Anatomy and Physiology, and Physics.
Each of these classes came with their own jargon and literacy expectations. As discussed in
previous chapters, the purpose of the study was to discover if the think-aloud reading method
had the potential to be targeted and adaptable. What the research discovered during the
interviews and observations revealed that it does, but one might have to redefine a think-aloud.
Rather than a teacher using the think-aloud reading strategy as a separate activity,
science teachers seemed to weave short think-alouds all throughout their lessons. For example,
Teacher B talked through how to deduct the right answer for a force problem, reviewed how to
draw a free-body diagram, reminded students how to write a scientific hypothesis, and focused
student observation upon patterns to help them find evidence for their hypothesis. When the
researcher asked about it, Teacher B said, “I think this think-aloud strategy is something that I
do pretty often without, like, consciously realizing that I’m doing it.” None of these activities
Image 7
Anatomy and Physiology Visuals
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would be defined as a meeting the requirements of traditional think-aloud. But it did illustrate
how science literacy activities were more than reading text and that these science teachers
needed literacy tools that could reinforce the nature of science.
A more pointed example was during the Anatomy and Physiology class that Teacher A
taught. He specifically utilized the think-aloud strategy in a non-traditional way to reveal the
scientific thought process when analyzing tissue samples. Teacher A asked the students open
their textbook to page 86 and 87 where there were six different diagrams of different tissues in
the body (see Image 7). He told the class that memorizing names and pictures of the tissue was
not as important as learning how design, purpose and function worked together. He talked
though each picture and explained how to analyze specific details to help students identify
characteristics of the tissue samples and why they were created that way to match their unique
function in the body.
Other examples of using a shorter, more informal think-alouds was when Teacher A
talked through how to analyze chemical compounds (and how to name them properly), how to
solve physics cliff problems, and how to predict population growth in biology class. Teacher A
explained that the type of science class determined the use of the think-aloud strategy but
believed that the more traditional think-aloud method would be more appropriate for younger
students who are just learning the basics of the scientific method.
When the researcher asked what types of literacy integration strategies the Teachers
included in their classrooms, vocabulary continued to be a topic of great concern. They
explained that “science is kind of its own language” and that students “run into a lot of
vocabulary that they don’t understand [so] they get frustrated quickly.” Teacher A felt especially
torn when he spoke about teaching vocabulary in his classroom. He said that he “tries not to
give them the words that they have no clue, they’ve never seen before.” He thinks that works
better because students should be focused on the broad concepts of science. And while he
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understood that it was his job to teach these new vocabulary words, it felt like a daunting task
because “of the sheer number of vocab words.” Teacher A continued:
If you read more than, what is that, three to five words you don’t know on a page, you’re
going to lose it…like you just can’t understand. You can’t grasp it takes too much
energy. And again, my goal is to keep kids from losing.
Many literacy strategies like learning through context clues did not seem successful to
the participating teachers because of the number of new words. This was especially true for the
more advanced classes. Teacher B concurred when he spoke about his college-level Advanced
Biology class. He explained:
The textbook is very dense and very thick, so I think that as far as when it comes to their
learning that they’ll spend more time trying to understand, like different words, ‘cause
they won’t understand vocabulary whereas getting the comprehension from the actual
reading.
The teachers explained that such intensive vocabulary teaching took away from the
purpose of science, which was to learn through experience. They also reported that neither the
teacher preparation nor the professional development about integrating literacy seemed to be
helpful when teaching students new vocabulary.
Experience influences utilization.
As the research about disciplinary literacy continues to grow, more evidence points to
the importance of literacy integration in other content areas. The main purpose of this research
was to learn if attitudes and perceptions affected literacy integration in science classes. During
the interview, the researcher discovered that attitudes do affect literacy integration. And one
way attitudes were formed was through prior experiences. The teachers in this case study
seemed to show that their training and experiences with literacy integration affected the
utilization of reading strategies like the think-aloud reading method. This was most clearly seen
in the contrasting cases included in this research.
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Teacher A graduated from his teacher prep college in 2002. During that time, he did not
recall enrolling in a content literacy course, but he did learn about various reading strategies.
The majority of his literacy integration experiences were through mandatory professional
development, either at the school’s request or when the Department of Education required it to
renew his license. He remembered that he specifically participated in a professional
development workshop to teach how to use the think-aloud reading method. He recounted the
training saying that “we learned, you know, at the workshop – OK, read the paragraph and
pause and tell them what you’re thinking and why you’re thinking that.” This process did not
seem helpful. First, he felt these types of think-alouds were very passive and forced him to do
all the work for the students. And second, he said they took too much time:
I always struggle with the amount of time it takes to get through enough…By doing think
alouds, but the time you get through a one-page think aloud, that’s all you’re gonna get
through in a day. I’ve done them when I taught in Alaska and in other places…But the
hard part is that…that’s it! Like, I got through maybe three vocabulary words. Well, at
that rate the test isn’t going to be till next month, like, and so that’s where I struggle.
He did acknowledge that this literacy strategy had a place in science like in the foundational
courses for the younger students. But he did not see the benefit of this method in the more
advanced courses. Because of these experiences, Participant A was turned off to the thinkaloud reading strategy.
After participating in the case study, Participant A felt like he had a different view about
the think-aloud reading method. Before this research, he had decided what a think-aloud had
look like and sound like. During the post-implementation interview he said that the study
“opened up some ideas.” He continued explaining his change:
When I went through more of my formal undergrad stuff, it was here's the think aloud.
You have to read out of the textbooks. You have to pause, and you have to regurgitate
something into different words. You have to emphasize a certain vocab word and ponder
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it for a few minutes. And by the time you finally get through a page, it's half your class
period and you never get through anything. And so that's kind of what I... where... I was
brainwashed to think that think- alouds should look like and kind of maybe where they're
less practical in a normal class. By doing it more informally, do it more general, more to
hook kids, I... I think kids enjoy it better. I don't think the traditional way of how I had…
kind of thought about, I don't think that traditional way is effective to kids. I think you lose
them. They’re glassy eyed, they're done. It's hard to have enough energy, enthusiasm to
keep them for 1/2 hour on that style of a read out loud or think-aloud.
Since think-alouds seemed to manifest differently in science to emphasize scientific thought,
the traditional think-aloud seemed inadequate. Teacher A did not find much relevance or
success for either himself or his students, so he chose not to use this literacy method before
participating in this study.
Teacher B was very different as his experiences with literacy integration were different.
First, he graduated from his teacher prep school in 2021. During the interviews, Teacher B
spoke of the content literacy course he took that outlined various reading strategies for him.
When asked about the way he already integrated literacy, the participant spoke of
differentiation, leveled readings, the KWL chart, and the think-aloud strategy. Second, this
participant was trained under the new 2019 Minnesota science standards. So, while he knew
the importance of reading and literacy, he was schooled to emphasize active learning through
experience. Because of that, he already used the think-aloud strategy in shorter segments to
reveal scientific thinking. When asked about how participating in the case study altered his view
on the think-aloud reading method, he simply stated, “I feel like the think-aloud…it’s not
something I have to try really hard to incorporate in class.” He elaborated:
I think it's something that happens often and again it's just it's totally dependent on the
students that you have the content you're teaching and understanding where students
are in realizing their needs, and because that helps... kind of dictate how I, you know,
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how I teach my classes… So as far as like those think alouds, I think it's not something
that I plan around, it's just something that kind of happened.
These interview excerpts seemed to reveal that teacher experiences shape perceptions,
attitudes, and their willingness to try something new.
Perceived barriers also affected attitudes and willingness to implement a new strategy.
While both participants believed it was better for students to learn how to read science from a
science teacher, they talked about the time crunch and the overwhelming amount of content to
teach in a year. Teacher A has felt the pressure of trying to get through as much content as
possible, and that feeling has never diminished in his 20 years of teaching. During the interview,
Participant A expressed his frustration with this:
I… I think, just the sheer amount of content that is forced down our throats. I... I mean
my anatomy books was 21 chapters. There's no way I can get through just - even if I
only focus on content, don't do as much labs- I... I still only get through about 16...17.
And so, physics is no different. It's 25 chapters and they can usually get through about
15...14. And so, it's just a matter of...it takes so long to teach vocab...to teach concepts.
For those upper levels, it’s teaching algebra...Teaching math skills is teaching equations.
And so...so much energy and time is focused on that, that to teach the literacy side of it
is just an afterthought by necessity. Especially the new state science standards that are
out there, and what we are supposed to cover...there's just not enough time.
Teacher B made similar statements about the time constraints, but with little experience. He
explained that students encounter a large amount of vocabulary words that time to teach and
understand. But while Teacher A recounted years of trying to get through the material, Teacher
B spoke of his concern for completing the curriculum and his concern with how much time
certain literacy lessons take. He said, “I think that reading about it can be, you know, a little,
maybe just harder for students to understand or at least, it just takes a long time.” These
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barriers seemed to affect how these science teachers chose and used literacy integration
strategies.

Synthesis
Before starting this study, the researcher had several ideas about the type of findings
these cases would reveal. Because of previous research into disciplinary research and the
think-aloud reading strategy, the researcher hypothesized that this strategy could be tailed and
targeted to “fit” into any secondary content class. The classroom teacher needed to be trained in
how one learns to read, understand how experts read in certain content areas, and then learn
how to implement the think-aloud strategy into the class. This study revealed that while the
researcher’s initial belief could be accurate, the idea of simply training teachers to use the thinkaloud strategy is far from enough. This was certainly illustrated in these two cases.
First, the nature of the course affects literacy integration. Both participants understood
the necessity of reading and being fluent, but still strongly believed the best way to learn in
science was through experience. With a large amount of new vocabulary words and the need to
read non-traditional texts like visuals and graphs, students could reach their frustration level
quickly. Both teachers explained that when a student becomes frustrated with reading, he or
she shuts down and could not learn anymore. This was the main reason active learning was
preferred over the perceived passive reading activities. This theme emerged from both
participants even with their different backgrounds.
Because science required one to be fully involved in investigations and inquiry, literacy
integration needed to compliment this journey. And the most important part of that journey was
to help students know how to think like a scientist. So, rather than using a traditional think-aloud
to unpack a longer article that would take an entire class period, more informal think-alouds
were woven throughout the class that emphasized how to think critically. The think-aloud
method was utilized for interpreting graphs, analyzing tissues and their functions, making
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observations during a lab, and demonstrating how to write hypothesis. So, asking a teacher to
simply adapt “traditional” reading strategies like the elementary think-aloud strategy without
taking the nature of the course into account seemed to be inadequate.
The other aspect of the research question revolved around teacher perception and
attitude about literacy integration. From previous research and literature reviews, it seemed that
secondary teachers believed several misconceptions about literacy and how it should be
integrated into their classroom. The researcher found some of those misconceptions were
confirmed by this research, but that attitudes were changed through positive experiences. In
previous studies, teachers explained the lack of literacy integration was because there was not
enough training to do so, there was not enough time to do so, or their job did not require them to
do so. Neither participant from this case study held the belief that it was not their job to teach
how to read scientifically. Both understood the need for literacy integration because of the
difficulty of reading in science. Additionally, both teachers had received training in how to use
reading strategies either through professional development, continuing education classes, or in
the teacher prep program. But the researcher did learn from the participants that success with
the strategy determined implementation and the fear of not completing enough of the curriculum
prevented implementation. The amount of time and content was the predominant barrier to
implementation. But past success with a certain strategy formed a teacher’s attitude, which
seemed to affect how willing he or she would use it in the future.
When a teacher found success with a reading strategy that fit into the unique goals of
the course, one was able to change those perceptions and attitudes. Teacher A’s revelation was
one example that could illustrate this lesson. After implementing a shorter and more informal
think-aloud and learning how the think-aloud could be used for more than just traditional
reading, he felt more positive about this type of literacy integration. During the final interview,
Teacher A spoke of various ways he could use this strategy in his classes. While teacher
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attitudes and perceptions certainly affected their view of literacy integration and their willingness
to try new strategies, it seemed that these attitudes could shift with successful experiences.

Summary
This case study focused on how science teacher attitudes and perceptions of literacy
would affect the implementation of reading strategies like the think-aloud reading method.
Through interviews, observations, and document analysis, the researcher was able to collect
and categorize data into general codes and then more specific codes. These codes illuminated
patterns, which helped the researcher make three broad concluding statements with a total of
five more specific conclusions. First, learning science means to experience science. This belief
seemed to bias these science teachers against literacy activities because they were seen as
passive. Even when science curriculum provided means for literacy integration through the
layout or through additional ideas, the participating science teachers underutilized them
because of the emphasis of hands-on learning. Second, in order to read like a scientist, one
must think like a scientist. Literacy integration must be able to adapt to the unique demands of
reading in science such as learning large amounts of vocabulary words, reading non-traditional
texts, and being able to make claims. Finally, true to the nature of science, experience affects
implementation of literacy strategy. Participants both believed it was their job to teach how to
read in science and that they had training to do so. But barriers like the amount of content to
teach in too little time and negative experiences prevented literacy integration.
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Chapter 5: Discussion, Implications and Conclusion
Introduction
Being literate is essential for a productive life. The ability to read not only allows one to
advance in their academics and acquire a more profitable employment, but it also is a strong
determiner of the quality of life. This study was born out of the desire to discover if teacher
attitudes, and perceptions would affect literacy integration in their classroom. The researcher’s
goal was to learn how these perceptions and attitudes could be challenged by the
implementation of the think-aloud reading strategy. Over the course of two months, the
researcher analyzed science curriculum, observed, and interviewed two science teachers to
build a case study to learn how attitudes and perceptions science teachers affected literacy
integration. The results of the study not only seem to reaffirm and align with research done in
previous studies but also challenges the traditional definition of reading and reading strategies.
In this final chapter, the researcher will summarize the results of the case study, discuss results
in light of previous research and the implications of the results on education, and finally address
the limitations of the study and recommendations for future study.

Summary of Results
This study attempted to answer one research question: How do secondary science
teachers’ attitudes and perceptions about disciplinary literacy instruction contribute to utilizing
new reading strategies, specifically the think-aloud reading strategy? Reviewing past studies
about literacy education, the researcher learned the importance of effective education in both
elementary and secondary classrooms. While the research focus on elementary education is
deserved and necessary, it is becoming increasingly apparent that more research is needed
that focuses on literacy instruction in secondary classrooms – especially as the discussion shifts
towards disciplinary literacy. One major theme from previous research was that there were
several misconceptions surrounding literacy and a student’s ability to read. Just because a
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student learns to read fluently in elementary school does not mean that student will read fluently
in all content areas and in all situations. And while English teachers can teach students basic
reading strategies that seem to help in general settings, they are not equipped to teach how to
read or write or even think like an expert in other fields. This is why every educator, regardless
of grades or content, needs to have a base knowledge of literacy and the most effective way to
help students read in their discipline.
This research was imagined because of the work about fluency by Rasinski (2003,
2005). Rasinski worked with oral reading in a classroom and how it affected fluency. He asked if
oral reading would ever lose its return on investment - meaning does a student ever stop
benefitting from reading aloud. This question spurred the researcher’s hypothesis of adapting
the think-aloud reading strategy and targeting it to increase disciplinary literacy in secondary
classrooms. Interest in disciplinary literacy started as early as the 1990s, but more attention was
brought in the late 2000s because of the inadequacy of content reading strategies. Researchers
like Shanahan, Shanahan, & Misischia, (2008, 2011, 2017) defined disciplinary literacy and
explored how each discipline read uniquely. They explained how each subject possessed
unique characteristics in their texts and the way experts thought or processed that information.
Moje (1992, 2010, 2008), a pioneer in the disciplinary literacy field, researched the struggles
students had comprehending various texts – particularly science – and how teachers could aid
in comprehension. Most recently, Moje partnered with Rainy and Maher (2020) to demonstrate
the novice teachers were able, with adequate training, to integrate literacy in their content
classrooms.
The inclusion of teacher attitudes and perceptions about literacy integration was inspired
by the seminal studies of Ness (2016/2009) and McCoss-Yergain and Krepps (2010). During
these studies, these researchers discovered how teachers in non-Language Arts classrooms
viewed the task of integrating literacy. There were three main findings. A content teacher did not
feel they had enough time to teach reading. So many teachers felt overwhelmed with the
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established responsibility of teaching the content that adding reading seemed undoable.
Second, teachers did not have the training to include reading in his or her classroom. Teachers
said they were supposed to teach their content area and their preparation courses in college
focused on general education courses and mastering their content area. Even if secondary
content teachers prioritized reading integration, the teachers in the Ness (2009/2016) study felt
under qualified. Finally, there were a percentage of teachers in the Ness (2009/206) study who
believed teaching reading was not their job. Not only did these teachers believe the students
should already know how to read by the time they reached middle school or high school, but
those students who did struggle would be taught by their English teacher because language arts
teachers were the trained reading teachers. The responsibility rested on those teachers alone.
These perceptions were grave misconceptions that have affected secondary education.
The present study on science teacher think-alouds was conducted with the research of
Rasinski, Shanahan and Shanahan (2008, 2011) and the Ness (2009/2016) as the backdrop.
The researcher wanted to learn how educators, particularly science educators, integrated
literacy instruction. Particularly, this study focused on how science teacher attitudes,
perceptions, and beliefs affected literacy instruction in their classroom. Finally, this study wanted
to learn if a science teacher could adapt an elementary reading strategy, like the think-aloud
strategy, to address the literacy needs in the classroom. Using the case study method, the
researcher wanted to learn from current teachers within the context of a science classroom.
The researcher studied two science teachers to study from a small secondary school in
rural Minnesota. The study took place over two months from October to November 2021. The
first week was collecting base knowledge of literacy and background experiences through
interviews. The second week was observing both teachers in their classroom multiple times.
The final week was a post observation interview asking about how their experience in the study
altered their view of literacy integration. The researcher also analyzed the science curriculum
and lesson plans provided from the participants. After following interview protocols, observation
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Table 1
Concluding Statements

Science is an Experience
Science teachers seem
hesitant to "add" disciplinary
literacy because of the belief
that science should be
experienced.

While science curriculum and
standards have updated to
include literacy integration,
these science teachers did not
seem to fully utilize literacy
resources because of lack of
training and the bias towards
experiencing

To read like a scientist, you
have to think like a scientist

Experiences influences
utilization

To be literate in science, one
must be able to read, write, and
speak in a way that
demonstrates thinking skills like
evaluation, interpretation, and
application of broad concepts.

Science teachers' training
and experiences with literacy
integration affect the
utilization of reading
strategies like the ThinkAloud reading method.

Science teachers require
reading strategies that are
adaptable, informal, and will
illuminate the recursive nature
of science.

protocols, and analysis procedures recommended by qualitative experts, five finding statements
emerged from the data. These five statements were broadly grouped together into three general
statements (see Table 1).
First, science is an experience. When interviewing and observing the two science
teachers, this was the most prominent theme. There was a belief among the participating
science educators that students learned scientific concepts best when they can experience
them. Because of this belief, these science teachers seemed hesitant to "add" disciplinary
literacy as literacy activities or lessons were viewed as passive learning. Even though the
science standards and curriculum had been updated to include literacy integration, the two
science teachers seemed more biased towards experience than traditional reading. The
researcher noted that even though the new 2020 curriculum provided resources that would
enable educators to integrate literacy in their classroom, the participants did not use those
resources fully. The researcher hypothesized that the science teachers lacked the training or
the confidence to truly utilize those materials. Regardless, there seemed to be a perception that
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active, hands-on inquiry trumped literacy integration and that reading in science would only
reinforce concepts that students learned during experience.
The second conclusion was that one must think like a scientist in order to read like a
scientist. Scientists read a variety of texts for a variety of purposes. The act of reading, however,
requires more than knowing the words on the page. One must be able to critically assess
claims, scientific methods, author credentials, validity of results, and a host of other evaluative
processes. In addition, scientists seem to read more non-traditional texts like graphs, formulas,
tables, symbols, and other visual representations. The participating science teachers shared
these truths when talking about the difficulty of reading in science. Because of that, to be literate
in science, one must be able to read, write, and speak in a way that demonstrates thinking skills
like evaluation, interpretation, and application of broad concepts. This emphasis on critical
thinking skills mean that science teachers require reading strategies that are adaptable,
informal, and will illuminate the recursive nature of science. Traditional reading methods
seemed out of place and another “thing to do” for an already overburdened teacher. The thinkaloud reading strategy, the participants said, seemed adaptable enough that it could illuminate
the scientific process.
Finally, experience influenced implementation. Both participants spoke of their
experience with reading activities. Because of Teacher A’s poor experiences with integrating
literacy strategies, like the think-aloud reading strategy, he was reticent to use it. Teacher B was
just out of college and was trained using the 2019 Science Standards that already integrated
literacy. While he had little practical experience, he felt positive about using the think-aloud
reading strategy and even spoke positively of other reading strategies that the researcher did
not observe. These two cases illustrated how prior experiences seemed to influence a teacher’s
willingness to implement literacy strategies into their classroom.
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Discussion of the Results
When the researcher posed the research question in 2019, she hypothesized that a
science teacher’s attitude and perceptions of literacy would affect the implementation of reading
strategies such as the think-aloud reading strategy. The researcher also believed that the thinkaloud reading strategy would allow science teachers to teach both science content and the
ability to read science content. The results of the case study seem to confirm this hypothesis.
But the connections between literacy integration, teacher attitudes, and the role of the thinkaloud reading strategy were not so simplistic.
Teacher attitudes and perceptions about literacy certainly affected literacy integration.
This effect manifested in a strange way. Teacher attitudes seemed to have shifted from what
was reported in previous studies. Because of continuing research about literacy and the
importance of reading, teachers no longer believe it is “someone else’s job” to teaching reading.
The change in teacher prep programs, the change in the curriculum, and the change in
professional development workshops convinced many educators that reading was a vital skill for
content mastery.
Despite this acknowledgement of the need to include literacy instruction in the science
content classes, the case study findings illustrated different types of perceptions that affected
literacy integration. First, there was a bias towards inquiry and hands-on learning in science.
According to the participants, science requires an experience. The purpose of reading was only
to reinforce what was already experienced. There was a perception that reading was extremely
important, but passive. This meant that the participants did not want to include too much reading
because they believed that would “ruin the experience” of science.
Second, science teacher’s past experience with reading strategies and literacy training
certainly affected their attitudes and perceptions, which then affected how they included literacy
into their classrooms. Teacher A spoke of mandatory professional development that taught
content reading strategies, including the think-aloud reading strategy. Teacher B recalled that
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he took a content reading course in his college teacher preparation program. Both of these
experiences formed attitudes and perception of literacy, which affected integration.
Teacher A felt that he had more resources to use, but that it was just one more thing to
do in his classes. After trying the strategies in his classroom, he did not find much benefit. He
lamented that many of the reading strategies seemed out of place in the science classroom that
was meant for active learning. While he wanted his students to learn how to read the science
content, he wanted his students to apply the science concepts more. Specifically, Teacher A
recounted an experience with the think-aloud reading strategy. He said after taking the training
on how to implement a think-aloud, he tried it. The formula of reading for a bit and then talking
about how to comprehend and how to find the definition of the vocabulary and then going back
and reading again was exhausting. He watched the students watch him read through the text
and felt like he was doing all the work and that the students were not engaged. There were
similar feelings about taking time to specifically teach science vocabulary or complete a
comprehension chart. His experiences shaped his attitudes about literacy integration.
Teacher B’s experiences were very different. He felt that he was adequately equipped to
integrate literacy because of his college training. He spoke confidently of using differentiation
and other content reading strategies like the “what do I know”, “what do I want to learn”, and
“what have I learned after reading” chart (KWL chart) to help his students read. What the
researcher observed, however, was that this new teacher (Teacher B) did not actively apply
some of this knowledge to his classroom. The researcher questioned if this was because of the
constant emphasis upon experience and inquiry in science or if the content reading course was
sufficient in training him to integrate literacy. Either way, Teacher B formulated his own attitudes
and perceptions about literacy integration because of his experiences.
One finding that was unanticipated was around the definition, function, and purpose of
the think-aloud reading strategy. The researcher hypothesized that a content teacher could
adapt and target the think-aloud to reveal the unique ways each content reads and writes. The
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researcher believed that a teacher, as the expert reader, could complete the think-aloud reading
strategy like an elementary teacher does but focus on the specific reading skills for that specific
discipline. This was not confirmed by the findings from the case study.
Because of the nature of the science classroom, the traditional use of the think-aloud
reading strategy does not fit. The two teachers found it cumbersome and overbearing. During
observations, however, the researcher recorded several informal and short think-alouds done by
the teachers. These think-alouds focused on learning how to ask questions, make observations,
write chemical equations, and writing argumentative statements. While the teachers were not
physically reading through traditional text, the think-aloud strategy was used to reveal how to
think like a scientist. This revelation caused the researcher to question what the true definition of
a think-aloud and whether thinking aloud could be used for much more than reading. Participant
A said that he was glad to expand the definition of the think-aloud strategy because it was more
useful and applicable to teaching science. So, while a teacher could still use the think-aloud
reading method for shorter more specific skills, a broad application of the think-aloud strategy
needs further exploration.

Conclusion Based on the Results
Looking at the conclusions from this case study, one should view them through what the
case study reveals about the pragmatist theoretical framework and through an understanding of
previous studies. When one places findings in context, then one can offer recommendations or
interpretations about how these findings affect the educational system.
Comparison of the Findings with the Framework and Previous Literature
As discussed in chapter one, this study was founded within the pragmatist paradigm.
The researcher chose this framework because “reality is constantly renegotiated, debated, [and]
interpreted in light of its usefulness” (Patel, 2015). Specifically, the researcher anchored the
research in Deweyan pragmatism. Deweyan pragmatism has its philosophical foundation in
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transactional realism which claims that “the mind and world are in constant interaction with each
other through transactions” (Hall, 2013, p. 17). These transactional experiences have the ability
to construct knowledge, which can then be reconstructed through other transactional
experiences. This means that one’s environment is in flux and constantly being reconstructed.
Both teachers and students work within their constructed realities and utilize strategies that are
beneficial. This is especially true when one explores reading comprehension and strategies that
are supposed to help one read or teach reading better. The findings from this case study
seemed to affirm this paradigm.
First, the researcher found evidence of the pragmatist paradigm when the participants of
the case study talked about how learning science was an experience. As an individual
encounters the world, he or she uses their five sense to gather knowledge and form experience.
The very nature of science is learning about the physical world through reoccurring transactions.
Through these transactions (experiments), one develops understandings and realities about
how systems work and what is real. This was the reason the participating science educators
seemed to emphasize experiments. They wanted students to build skills that would allow them
to analyze their environment and construct their knowledge base – their reality.
Transactional realism also affirms the study’s findings as it pertains to reading and
literacy integration. Experiences around literacy shape future literacy experiences. One theory
that fit within the pragmatic paradigm is Albert Bandura’s exploration into self-efficacy. Selfefficacy is the belief in one’s own abilities to be successful. According to Bandura there were
four ways to develop a strong sense of self-efficacy: mastery experiences, social modeling,
social persuasion, and reading your own physical and emotional states to judge capabilities.
The prominent and most effective way to develop self-efficacy was through mastery
experiences (Davidson & Bandura, 2003, 21:36). The process of learning to read is unique to
each individual. Each interaction with text creates impressions and will affect one’s willingness
to keep learning. For those who struggle to read, their experiences are often frustrating and
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shameful. Those individuals learn early on from many negative transactions that reading is not
enjoyable or affirming. They do not build self-efficacy because of the lack of mastery
experience. Instead, they develop coping mechanisms (using what works) to help them get by.
The participating science teachers in this case study spoke of how challenging scientific texts
were and how they did not want their students to have negative experiences with science. They
even spoke of their own frustrating interactions with literacy, which affected how they taught
their students. As teachers, who also learned to read through their own experiences, the
participants wanted to use readings strategies that helped their students understand science
better. Through previous literacy courses or professional development workshops, science
teachers learned about the reasons why they need to integrate literacy into their classrooms.
But it was through their practical application of these reading strategies (transactions and
mastery experiences) that influenced if they would continue to use these strategies in the future.
Findings from the case study seemed to show that frustrating experiences with traditional
reading strategies affected how often a teacher would use that strategy in the future – if that
individual would use it again at all.
In the literature review in chapter two, the researcher listed three assumptions and
perceptions of secondary classroom teachers that previous researchers found. The findings
from this case study seemed to offer further explanation of these assumptions.
The first assumption found in previous literature was that students in secondary
classrooms did not need reading instruction or interventions. Research completed by Shanahan
and Shanahan (2008) demonstrated that this assumption was not true. As students matriculated
through the grades, reading expectations changed. Students were asked to read texts that were
more specialized to the specific content area including texts that were non-traditional like graphs
and other visuals. Learning about how to read and write in a specific discipline was what
Shanahan and Shanahan (2008) labeled as disciplinary literacy. The purpose of reading also
changed. Instead of learning to read, students were expected to read as the means of learning
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content. Unfortunately, while students were encountering more challenging texts, Shanahan and
Shanahan found that literacy instruction had “evaporated altogether or has degenerated into a
reiteration of general reading strategies” (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, pg. 45). Wexler’s study
in 2016 revealed that content teachers spent less than one percent of their classroom time on
literacy activities (pg. 270). The assumption that students do not need reading instruction in
secondary classrooms was not confirmed in the researcher’s case study. Both participants
understood that reading fluently was essential in order to be successful in their discipline and
acknowledged that reading in science was particularly unique. During the researcher’s time in
the classroom, the participating science teachers specifically shared example texts from
textbooks to illustrate the complexity of reading in science. And they explained how they had to
intentionally teach how to read non-traditional texts. Finally, answers to the interview questions
revealed that both educators struggled with how to teach the excessive vocabulary in science
and how to teach their students to read text critically.
The second assumption discussed in chapter two was the perception that teaching
reading was the English teacher’s job and not the job of the content teacher because he or she
was not trained to be a reading teacher. Studies by McCoss-Yergain and Krepps (2010) and
Faulk (2013) cited survey results that revealed this assumption. Content teachers from these
studies explained that they learned their content and did not feel adequately prepared to teach
reading. They believed that what a student would learn in their English classrooms would
ultimately be enough to read the texts in their classroom. But learning how to read in a specific
discipline requires expert readers who can reveal the best reading strategies. Content literacy
strategies are not enough, as Moje discovered Moje (1992, 2008, 2010) has had a long career
exploring how to learn in individual subjects. Moje, along with Shanahan, Shanahan, and
Misischia, (2008, 2011 2017), studied disciplinary literacy and what it meant to be literate in
each discipline. Rainey et al. (2020) furthered this research concluding that disciplinary literacy
focused on “specialized and distinct literacy practices of each academic discipline” (pg. 2). Only
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true experts in the field can reveal the secrets through disciplinary literacy This assumption that
content teachers should not teach how to read in their classroom because English teachers
would teach content reading skills was not substantiated in this research. The participating
science educators in the case study did not hold these same assumptions. The researcher did
not hear from the science teachers that they did not have to teach reading because it was the
English teacher’s job. They readily admitted that science text was different and required skills
that needed to be taught and reinforced by experts. The idea that another teacher from a
different discipline could teach how to read science seemed foreign to the case study
participants.
The part of the assumption that was still present, however, was that content teachers did
lack the skills to teach reading in their classroom because of the lack of training. Even if the
teacher did participate in professional development training specifically for integrating literacy,
the teacher felt that the strategies offered were impractical and not fitting the goals of the
discipline. The researcher learned this when the teachers spoke of their experiences with the
think-aloud reading strategy, as it was traditionally known. Teacher A shared that it disrupted his
lessons and was extremely passive, which was the opposite of how he wanted his students to
experience science. Teacher B, who took an entire course about content literacy, shared his
knowledge about various strategies. But when the researcher observed him teaching with the
updated 2020 curriculum that included literacy integration, he did not seem to fully understand
how to make the best use of the curriculum. So, missing or insufficient training either in
professional development or in teacher prep courses seem to be a barrier to effectively
integrating literacy in the science classroom.
The final assumption was that teaching reading decreases time to teach content. Ness
completed a landmark study in 2009 and it was republished in 2016. This study discovered that
only three percent of instruction was spent on comprehension instruction (Ness, 2016/2009, pg.
68). The main reason for this drastic unbalance was that reading instruction took away from
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content instruction. And this belief seemed to hold true for the participants of the researcher’s
case study. Findings from this case study could suggest that there had been no improvement to
the amount of time science teacher spend on reading strategies. The participating science
teachers shared, that the traditional reading strategies took a long time to complete and did not
seem to accomplish much. This could be because of the emphasis of experiencing the
phenomenon in the science classroom.
But a surprising result did appear during observations. Though the researcher did not
observe a traditional reading strategy utilized, like vocabulary activities or marking the text, the
teachers did include literacy activities throughout the class. The participating teachers seemed
to weave short and informal think-alouds into their instruction that revealed scientific thinking.
These different type of think-alouds were used to read graphs, explain chemical compounds,
read short paragraphs, make observations, and tie current events into the classroom. Because
science teachers valued experiences, they saw traditional reading strategies as unproductive.
But when the researcher observed the use of a quick think-aloud strategy, it seemed to illustrate
how science content was taught at the same time as learning to think like a scientist. And
thinking like a scientist was paramount when learning to read like a scientist.
Interpretation of the Findings
Based on the findings from the data analysis, the researcher could offer three different
and yet interconnected interpretations of why the case study produced the results that it did.
First, secondary teachers do not have a grasp on the mechanics of reading. While
findings from this case study illustrated that teachers understand the need for literacy integration
in their classes, there still a need for content teachers to understand the fundamentals of
reading. Understanding the why behind these strategies is essential for appropriate integration.
Content teachers are not trained in literacy or reading the same way as elementary school
teachers are. In chapter two, the researcher referenced the Rope Model of fluency by
Scarborough (2009). Each strand of the rope represented a specific skill needed to read
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fluently. These skills range from decoding, sight recognition, phonological awareness to verbal
reasoning and literacy knowledge. Skilled reading requires each strand to work together to form
a perfect rope. Fluent reading requires one to be increasingly automatic and increasingly
strategic. Secondary teachers need to see the visual of the rope to understand the complexity of
reading. When they encounter a student who is struggling to read in their class, they can think
back to this rope visual. Which strand or skill is this student struggling with? And how can I as
the content teacher help this student read fluently in my class? But if teachers are simply offered
generic reading strategies, they will always believe that literacy means filling out Ven diagrams
or KWL charts or highlighting the main idea. The mechanics of reading are far more complex
than any single reading strategy can address. Learning what the brain is doing while reading
and how one learns to read is vital to understanding how reading and writing happens in specific
disciplines. This means that professional development training cannot simply offer generic
strategies that do not match the nature of the discipline.
Once a foundation of how one learns how to read is established, a teacher must know
the difference between content reading and disciplinary literacy. Content literacy workshops
normally attempts to offer teachers strategies that language arts teachers use and adapt them
to a different content area. While this is noble, it often comes across as an extra distraction for a
teacher and extra busy work for a student. Even with the best intentions, reading strategies that
do not first address the unique way content experts read and write will fall short of
accomplishing their goals. This is why there must be a shift to teaching disciplinary literacy in
both professional development workshops and in teacher preparation courses in college.
Disciplinary literacy honors each discipline as unique and asks experts to explain the
unique skill set one needs to read fluently. Studies by Shanahan, Shanahan, & Misischia,
(2011), asked expert readers from three different content areas to think-aloud while reading a
sample text. Their results illustrated the different ways each content approached and processed
texts. Teachers need to have and understand this research about disciplinary literacy so that
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they can focus on how to help students understand their content better. Learning about
disciplinary literacy illuminates the critical thinking skills required to read and why it is so
important to utilize reading strategies that “fit” the discipline.
Interview answers from the case study participants showed that science departments
struggle to meet together to discuss issues like literacy. This could be because of the many
different science classes each individual has to teach or it could be because COVID rendered
department meetings impossible. Regardless, content teachers should meet together to discuss
what reading and writing proficiency looks like for their discipline. This is more than simply
exchanging the latest literacy worksheet. Departments should work together across grade levels
to identify the necessary skills it takes to read and write fluently for their unique discipline. In
science, teachers should extrapolate what specific critical thinking happens when reading. What
questions does a scientist ask while reading? How does a scientist know what they are reading
Table 2
Excerpt of the Summary of Differences in Disciplinary Reading Processes

Source: Shanahan, Shanahan, & Misischia, (2011)
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is valid? How do scientists understand strange text structures and unfamiliar vocabulary words?
How does a scientist read a map or graph or a table or symbols? If departments are at a loss at
how to identify these skills, one can reference the results from Shanahan, Shanahan, and
Misischia, (2011), who created an informative graph summarizing various skills (see Table 2).
When the department works together to identify these fundamental critical thinking or reading
skills, then the department will be better situated to utilize reading strategies that will then help
each lesson activity like teaching vocabulary. Plus, this work will give departments a scope and
sequence for literacy skills along with common language when teaching literacy.
The need to teach disciplinary literacy in secondary classrooms is reinforced by how
other disciplines are integrating literacy standards. This is true of the science curriculum. The
2019 Science standards and subsequent curriculum have already changed to include literacy
strands to encourage disciplinary literacy integration The researcher analyzed the school
district’s new science curriculum that intentionally provided teachers with resources and
suggestions for literacy integration. The student workbooks were designed in a way that
promoted scientific literacy such as providing sentence stems, paragraph frames and
exploratory questions to aid in scientific writing and reading. These changes are important but
will be of little use if content teachers do not know the why behind it and if they are not trained
properly.
Ultimately, the reason for the researcher’s findings could be because the college
courses designed to help prepare teachers for literacy integration are inadequate. Teacher B
spoke of his content literacy class as learning a list of strategies that he could use in the
classroom. Other researchers discovered the same results. The inclusion of content literacy was
an acknowledgement that teaching students how to read was the job of every teacher. Yet,
these literacy classes seemingly only skim the surface of what it means to read fluently and how
to effectively integrate literacy into these non-language arts classrooms. There needs to be
more emphasis on how learning content is inexorably tied to reading and how teaching reading
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is the same as teaching content. When the content teacher dedicates instruction time to literacy,
he or she is actually teaching their content. The content reading courses must offer more than a
list of reading strategies to try once and then write a pro/con list about their experiences. These
courses should illuminate the mechanics of reading and the specific processes it requires to
read effectively in their chosen discipline. The same is true for professional development for
teachers that did not have content reading courses.
If these issues are addressed, the experiences teachers have about literacy and
integrating literacy into their classrooms could be more meaningful. These positive experiences
could then change the attitudes and perceptions of literacy integration. And maybe those
attitudes and perceptions could motivate a teacher to include true literacy education.

Limitations
Even though the researcher worked to create and implement a reliable and valid study,
there are limitations that must be acknowledged.
First, there were limitations to the case study research method. While the case study
method was rightfully used to learn in-depth knowledge about a particular phenomenon, it
usually includes limited cases. This case study included two participants. The two educators
were both very knowledgeable in their field and both willing to be a part of the study. But their
experiences would not be the same as every science teacher. The researcher worked to collect
multiple types of data to ensure reliability of the study. When creating theme or concluding
statements, the researcher used triangulation to confirm validity. But the researcher could only
gather data from a small pool. Therefore, even with multiple interviews and observations, only
tenuous correlations could be made about the relationship between literacy integration and
teacher attitudes and perceptions of literacy.
Teachers view the world through their own paradigm, which meant that what the
participants shared in the interviews were conclusions from their own perspectives. This could
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further limit the generalization of the researcher’s findings. There were multiple factors that
affected a secondary science teacher and their ability or willingness to integrate literacy. And
while a case study excels at trying to understand the phenomenon within the environmental
context, it does mean that concluding statements are made through the participants lens of
reality. These lenses do not mean causation or even correlations.
The length of the study could pose a limitation. Because of COVID-19 restrictions and
school schedules, the researcher could only actively gather data for two months – the months of
October and November 2021. This limited how much data the researcher could gather. Though
the two interviews provided a wealth of information, the teachers only tried the think-aloud
reading strategy once in their classrooms. Limiting the study to one month meant that the
researcher could not observe literacy practices over time, which could restrict the application of
findings.
Finally, the case study was conducted by a researcher, who possessed her own past
education and experiences. These biases could have had an effect on the study. First the
researcher’s education affected the study as the researcher has been learning about reading
strategies for the past two decades and specifically learning about the think-aloud reading
strategy for the last five years. This interest pushed the researcher to enroll in graduate courses
to extend her knowledge. What the researcher learned in the classroom about literacy and
reading strategies could have affected how she observed the participants and how she reacted
to the participants interview questions. When the researcher was watching the science teachers
implement the think-aloud reading strategy, she had learned already established ideas about
what that should look like and sound like. The researcher worked diligently to observe with no
preconceived notions, but it is impossible to remove oneself entirely from their beliefs. Second,
the researcher’s experiences affected the study. As an English teacher for the last 17 years, the
researcher looked at curriculum through a literacy lens and observed the classroom through a
literacy lens. While that was important for this case study as it did focus on literacy integration,
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these experiences could have caused too narrow of a focus. It was important for the researcher
to intentionally listen to the experiences of the science teachers to truly understand how they
approached the topic of literacy integration in the science discipline. To continually put aside
one’s own personal understandings or biases is important because it affects how data is
interpreted, which then limits the validity of the study.
Delimitations, topic which this study did not intend to study, included examining teacher
preparation programs and continuing professional development workshops about literacy.
Though this study specifically focused on science teacher attitudes and perceptions, discussion
about teacher preparation was an unintended focus. When discussing literacy integration, the
participants spoke of their prior training experiences either through college or professional
development and how that helped form their attitudes and perceptions about literacy. Analyzing
how the teacher utilized the curriculum and how the teacher prepared their lessons also
illuminated the effectiveness of teacher training as it pertains to literacy. While the researcher
intended to exclusively explore the connection of attitudes and perceptions to the integration of
literacy activities, the researcher did not anticipate examining what formed the attitudes and
perceptions – like teacher preparation programs and professional development workshops.

Implications of the Study
Literacy is foundational for any individual to survive and thrive in a community. But
having basic literacy skills is not enough. Processing information through reading is vital to
developing critical thinking skills. While a student may not become a scientist or a historian or a
mathematician, he or she will have to evaluate and analyze. That individual will need to make
decisions and do research and decide if sources are reliable. Reading is essential. Because of
this, this study could have implications on how teachers are trained and on how content
classrooms are taught.
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One of the unexpected results of this study was learning a teacher’s training formed their
attitudes and perceptions of literacy. Educators should have more foundational knowledge of
reading mechanics and the type of critical thinking skills one needs to read to learn. Both
participating science educators seemed to have extensive knowledge of reading strategies
because of professional development or from specific content reading college courses. But the
training did not seem to encourage integration beyond adding the occasional worksheet or
marking of the text with highlighters. Results from this study points to a need to redesign
teacher training in both professional development and at the collegiate level. Research findings
suggest that educators need to enroll in courses or workshops like LETRS. This teacher training
provides foundational, scientific training about the mechanics of reading. Not only does this
training provide essential knowledge, but it also supplies the bridge of application. Teachers in
trainings like LETRS use their knowledge in their classrooms and practice strategies.
Pre-service teachers, those who are enrolled in teacher preparation programs, also
require more robust reading instruction. Content reading, as reported by Participant B, seemed
to offer rudimentary knowledge of the importance of reading in other content areas and then a
list of general reading strategies. Students in the course learn about each strategy and then
practice with a couple of them. But beyond these basic experiences, there seems to be a lack of
depth. Findings from this research seem to imply that content teachers need more. While it is
good to have a content reading course for our secondary teachers, the missing foundational
knowledge leaves the impression that reading is an extra burden that can be addressed by a
simple worksheet or graphic organizer. From this research, one seemed to learn that this type of
course did not provide enough background knowledge or incentive to integrate literacy
appropriately. Education programs should consider their course offerings and requirements
when approving secondary teacher candidates.
Finally, findings from this research could have implications upon how a secondary
content classroom operates. This study points to the necessity of matching the right type of
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reading strategy to the content area. While reading strategies are often adaptable, one still
needs to know how to teach the skills necessary to be a fluent reader and writer in the specific
discipline. Once a teacher explores disciplinary literacy for their content area then he or she can
accurately demonstrate how to read and write proficiently in that subject area. Disciplinary
literacy will guide a teacher to find reading strategies that complement and supplement their
unique discipline. Instead of trying to make a generic reading strategy fit because it is the
newest craze, a teacher who masters disciplinary literacy will be wise and discerning with how
to integrate literacy in their classroom.
Admittedly there could be other implications of this research outside of the traditional
education sphere. The use of the think-aloud reading strategy could be applied to various fields
because illuminating how one thinks through a process could be useful anywhere. For example,
a musician could use the think-aloud reading strategy to reveal how he or she approaches a
new piece of music. A legislator could participate in a think-aloud to reveal the thinking behind
how to read legislation or bills to the public or to new legislators. And a doctor could conduct a
think-aloud to explain what factors he or she considers when making a diagnosis or prescribing
medication. The use of the think-aloud strategy seems like it could be useful in a variety of
settings and for a variety of professions.

Recommendation for Future Research
This study demonstrates the need for further research in teacher preparation programs
and the possible expanded function of the think-aloud reading strategy. The purpose of this
case study was to explore how teacher attitudes and perceptions affected literacy integration.
The researcher also wanted to know if the think-aloud reading strategy could bridge the gap of
what teachers thought teaching reading was like and what literacy integration really was. The
researcher found that past training and literacy experiences seemed to shape attitudes and
perceptions, which seemed to affect literacy integration. But beyond that, the participating
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science teachers themselves had a bias towards experiential learning because of the nature of
science. This bias also affected the attitudes and perceptions of literacy integration. With these
initial findings, there are still several questions that are unanswered. The study also
demonstrated that the think-aloud reading strategy could be adapted for more than just
traditional readings.
Because the case study was extremely limited, one could conduct a broader study to
discover if these findings are confirmed. Case studies are useful for exploring the phenomenon
more in depth. But any conclusions or statements are speculative at best. To gather a more
complete picture of the effectiveness of certain reading strategies or professional development
training sessions, one could utilize the mixed methodology. This allows a researcher to gather
the data within context. But it would also add the quantitative aspect of research. Combining
both types of research could create a more complete picture of the connection between
assumptions and reading integration or reading integration effectiveness.
Beyond the limitations of the methodology, there are several areas that are ripe for
further research. There are several branches of science classes, and each science teacher has
different backgrounds. Does the bias toward experiential learning continue to affect literacy
integration? One could explore more teacher trainings to discover if these experiences were the
main factors that contribute to teacher attitudes and perceptions. A researcher could focus on
teacher preparation programs and analyze what these content reading courses include. How
would preservice teachers react to reading mechanics being included these courses? Are there
examples of college or university courses that do include reading mechanics? How prepared do
the teacher candidates feel compared to those who do not have literacy instruction knowledge?
How do the different courses affect a teacher’s ability to integrate literacy effectively in their first
job? Teacher training is an area that needs continual research to ensure that teachers are
receiving best practices and are equipped to be in the classroom.
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In addition to exploring teacher preparation courses or professional development, a
researcher could study the think-aloud reading strategy. This case study found some evidence
that the traditional use of the think-aloud reading strategy was limited and cumbersome for the
science teachers. But when participants broadened their definition to more than just revealing
how to read, the strategy became much more applicable. How can a teacher utilize the thinkaloud strategy to reveal other thought processes necessary for content mastery? This study
found that before a student could even read science content, he or she needed to know how to
think like a scientist. The think-aloud strategy seemed to aid in illuminating how a scientist thinks
and evaluates and questions. Future research could explore if the think-aloud reading strategy
could help in other disciplines and if the think-aloud could be used to teach these intangible
skills. There should be more research completed about the uses of this think-aloud strategy for
both disciplinary literacy and critical thinking skills.

Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to learn how teacher assumptions and perceptions of
literacy affected how literacy was integrated into their content classroom. Specifically, the
researcher wanted to investigate if a science teacher integrated literacy into their classroom and
if that integration was affected by their attitudes about literacy. In addition to attitudes and
perception about literacy, the researcher sought to learn how science teacher would respond to
implementing a think-aloud reading strategy that focused on disciplinary literacy. This study was
born from the researcher’s desire to close the gap between what teacher’s believed about
reading in secondary classrooms and what students actually need to be successful in
secondary classrooms.
Using the case study research method, the researcher interviewed and observed two
science teachers. The researcher learned that there were many factors that contributed to a
teacher’s assumption and perceptions about literacy. First, the nature of the discipline affected
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how the teacher approached literacy integration. Science teachers upheld hands-on
experiences as the superior way to teach science. The students should experience the
phenomenon and reading about science should simply reinforce what the student is already
experiencing. The participating science teachers seemed to view reading as very passive, which
was the opposite of what they want their classroom to be. Second, generic reading strategies
that science teachers learned in professional development or in teacher preparation programs
did not address the why behind reading. Secondary teachers did not learn the foundational
knowledge of reading mechanics. This made the integrating literacy more of a chore instead of
a core necessity for students. Though the participating science teachers seemed to understand
why reading was important, without the foundational knowledge of how one learns to read, any
generic reading strategy would be incomplete in addressing how to read proficiently in their
chosen discipline. Third, disciplinary literacy was still an unknown concept. Knowing how an
expert reads and writes in a certain discipline is key to integrating literacy appropriately. The
participating science teachers knew the skills necessary for proficient reading and writing but
identifying them and demonstrating them for students was incomplete. Finally, the experiences
the teachers had while learning about literacy certainly shaped their attitudes and perceptions of
literacy integration.
So, yes, attitudes and perceptions do affect how literacy is integrated in a secondary
content classroom. But Teacher A illustrates that there can be change. When he learned that
using the think-aloud reading strategy could be expanded beyond the traditional use and reveal
scientific thinking, he was optimistic that literacy integration could become more common and
natural for him. This means that continual research about the best way to teach reading and
disciplinary literacy to teachers is needed. It also means that there could be a better way to
integrate literacy than what is traditionally taught.
Reading is essential. Even before the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, students were
still struggling to read. While most of the attention is rightly focused on elementary grades,
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secondary students are presented with increasingly difficult concepts and texts. This reading to
learn is vital to master because it affects a person’s way of life. The results from this study
maybe quite limited, but the researcher believes it is the beginning of learning more
transformative ways to integrate literacy into our secondary classrooms.
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Appendix A: Participation Consent Form
Participant Consent Form
Please read this consent agreement carefully before agreeing to participate in this study.
Title of Study: Science Teacher Attitudes and Perceptions of Disciplinary Literacy and ThinkAloud Effectiveness – A Case Study
Purpose of the study:
The purpose to raise awareness of the importance of literacy in secondary science classrooms and
to identify how to best help science educators implement effective reading strategies in the
classroom.
What you will do in this study:
1. Co-Investigator observes teacher in the classroom to gather base knowledge of teacher style,
philosophy, and current literacy integration in the class.
2. Complete pre-implementation interview questions with colleagues about current literacy attitudes
and practices in person or via Zoom. Interview mediated by co-investigator.
3. Watch “Implementing the Think Aloud Reading Strategy in Your Classroom” video tutorial (10
minutes)
4. Record lessons of the teacher implementing the think-aloud reading strategy in the classroom
three different occasions. After each lesson, complete two reflection question. Send all data to
co-investigator
5. Complete post-implementation interview with colleagues mediated by the co-investigator (in
person or via Zoom)
Time required:
Pre and Post Interviews will last 30-45 minutes. Implementing the think-aloud reading strategy
three different times in the classroom requires about 20-30 minutes. The reflection questions
require five minutes to complete. The total duration of the study is six to eight weeks.
Risks:
Participation in the study poses no additional or extraordinary risks outside of the normal classroom
setting.
Benefits:
Teachers could learn about best practices when integrating literacy into secondary science
classrooms.
The study could also bring awareness to the importance of integrating disciplinary literacy into the
secondary science classroom.
Confidentiality:
While all interviews are recorded, the recordings will only be viewed by the investigators. All
recordings will be transcribed. Any mention of names (person, school, town) will not be used.
Participation and withdrawal:
Participation is voluntary. At any point, you can withdraw from the study. No negative
consequences will incur from either MSUM, investigators, or your place of employment.
Contact:
Principal Investigator: Dr. Andrew Burklund, 320.224.7174, andrew.burklund@mnstate.edu
Co-Investigator: Patricia K. Mueller, 507-440-1923, patricia.mueller@go.mnstate.edu
Whom to contact about your rights in this experiment:
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Dr. Andrew Burklund at andrew.burklund@mnstate.edu or else you may contact Dr. Lisa I. Karch,
Chair of MSUM Institutional Research Board, at irb@mnstate.edu, or 218-477-2699.

Agreement:
The purpose and nature of this research have been sufficiently explained and I agree to participate
in this study. I understand that I am free to withdraw at any time and my withdrawal will not affect
any future relationship with Austin Public Schools

In signing this agreement, I also affirm that I am at least 18 years of age or older.
Signature: _________________________________________________ Date:________________
Name (print):
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix B: Interview Protocol
Dissertation Interview Questions Pre-Implementation
Background Information
1. Which college/teaching prep program did you graduate from?
2. How long have you been teaching?
3. Which classes and/or grades do you currently teach?
4. Describe your past teaching experiences.
Literacy Experiences, Beliefs/Attitudes, Expectations
1. Explain how literacy affects the understanding or the mastery of your content area. In
other words, how important is reading to your class?
2. What specific ways do you incorporate literacy into your classroom teaching?
3. How do you help a student who is struggling to read scientific texts?
4. How do you view yourself or your role in regard to teaching reading or literacy in your
classroom?
5. What barriers (if any) prevent you from integrating literacy instruction more
consistently into your classroom teaching?
Disciplinary Literacy and Think Aloud Reading Strategy
1. Explain your understanding of and/or your experience with disciplinary literacy.
2. What does it mean to you to “read like a scientist?”
3. When you read scientific texts, what process do you use to comprehend the
material? Share specific ways you read scientific texts.
4. Explain your understanding of and/or your experience with the Think Aloud reading
strategy.

Dissertation Questions Post-Implementation
1. Describe your experience implementing the think-aloud reading strategy in your
classroom.
2. How has this experience impacted your views and attitudes about literacy instruction in
your classroom teaching?
3. How does the use of the think-aloud reading strategy address the barriers you listed
earlier about integrating literacy instruction into your classroom teaching?
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Appendix C: Sample Observation Field Notes
OBSERVATIONS ARE FOCUSED ON HOW TEACHER A INTEGRATES LITERACY INTO HIS CLASSROOM!
October 12, 2021
1st Period – Chemistry 11th and 12th graders (8:10 – 9:00)
Has questions on the board for goal/objectives. Ex. What is a cation? How can you predict the
number? Why do ions give away or steal electrons?
Students are sitting in rows/desks. There are several lab stations on the side of the classroom. Nine
male students. 13 female students.
Starts with the pledge and announcements
Students come with their notebook open and pencil/pen ready.
Questions on the board were review – not objectives
IN the news – phthalates. Look at these chemicals. We don’t know shapes yet. CNN. Synthetic
chemicals. Has the article on the board for the students to look at. But does not read through it or go
through how any of the vocabulary in the class shows up in the article. Uses it as a way to introduce a
relevant subject. (video)
How chemistry shows up in everyday of life. Scents/plastics in microwave/packaging
Uses the computer and SMART board consistently
Very little interaction from the students during the opening activity
Transitional Metals – students took notes from the SMART board
**talk about vocabulary words! Orbital, ion charges, transitional. It seems obvious that the students
have been exposed to these vocabulary words and know them because of Teacher A’s work in the past
month or so.
**working backwards and I will show you how this looks in just a moment
**During the practice problem, Teacher A walks around the classroom to watch the students’
work. Talks through how they came to an answer. He then talks through how to solve the problem on
the board with the entire class.
Octet bond/number
Now we get into why this all matters! Ionic bond
**Even the drawing on the board (when talking about the different chemical bonds) need to be taught
how to understand.
How to name the different chemical bonds
**Talk through how to name the chemical bonds (video) And then he asks the students to try the next
one (NA+O). The chemical bonds have to add up to 0
**Those little guys are called subscripts (We will get those into our notes tomorrow)
Student asked a question. I don’t get it. Teacher A walks through with the student how to do it. Some
students are turning and talking with each other about how to accomplish the task. Teacher A doesn’t
seem to mind this type of conversation.
**Student asks a question and Teacher answered with a question to make the student think through the
problem. Student demonstrates his thinking – like a type of think aloud.
**When you write them as an equation, they touch each other. When you write out the name, they are
two words. Start with the ---- first and then the second chemical name but it ends with –ide.
**How to name transitional metals (video) working backwards - Asks the students to try a practice
problem AgCl2. Not using the periodic table, we are using math to solve or name the chemical bond.
Lot of concepts going back to last chapter.
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Homework: page 175. number 7-11 (pics of the book). TEACHER A TOLD ME THEY JUST GOT A NEW
SCIENCE CURRICULUM THIS YEAR! He gave students time to work on their homework at the end of class
with him there to answer questions.
Think aloud reading strategy happens all the way throughout the class in some form. I took several
videos of Teacher A doing a short think-aloud with the students. Thinking through a problem for the
most part in Chemistry. Did not do it specifically with the textbook.
Teacher A talked about the difficulties of COVID, new curriculum, little time in the morning to prepare,
putting information online for students because so many are out.
Also talked about the difficulty of students who shouldn’t be in a certain science because of state
mandated science credits (either chemistry or physics). Students that are not college bound, according
to Teacher A, should be able to take a different type of science class (more like applied science) but there
are no teachers to teach it because rural schools are already spread thin. There are two science teachers
in the secondary school in GM
3rd Period – Anatomy and Physiology (11th and 12th Grade) (10:00 – 10:50)
What causes proteins to denature? Why can that be bad? What is Marfan syndrome and which former
president may have had it? What is connective tissues?
16 students (7 male students)
The questions were both review and a preview
Science in the news – prion diseases – CWD and Marfan – showed a scientific journal and read through a
bit of the abstract. Healthline website – highlight various parts of the website that talks about the prion
diseases in people and animals
Advantages and Disadvantages to Marfan syndrome (talked about Phelps and Lincoln). Showed a
diagram of the heart – genetic advantages. Connective tissues in the heart. Goes to mayo clinic website
to read through marfan syndrome. edema – pulled up pictures of swollen ankles. Backup of
blood. Pulmonary edema – heart to the body and back. pulled up pictures of an Triple A (Aneurism)
Notes: Main concept is connections
Vocabulary notes – gives examples of part of the body
Goes through a chart/diagram that goes through the different types of connections (picture) and then
showed a picture of a sunburn – skin is peeling – comes off in sheets
**class is a bit more informal. Students ask a lot of questions, and he answers them even if it goes off
topic a bit.
**heavy vocabulary
Page 86 – looking at purpose and design. Look at pictures from the microscope (took pictures)
I don’t want to learn just to learn. I want to learn why! VIDEO EXPLAINING HOW DESIGN AND PURPOSE
AND FUNCTION WORK TOGETHER. I TAPED UNTIL A STUDENT ASKED A QUESTION AND TEACHER A
WENT TO ANSWER THAT. The video demonstrates what students should be recognizing in various tissue
samples, part of the body that they are present, and how to compare the different types of
tissues. Teacher A went back to analyze the rest of the pictures. I did not record all of that.
Connection of purpose and design!!
Making science relevant! Teacher A uses a lot of current news events and examples that students would
understand. Does that count as a think-aloud since science is concerned with how
information/knowledge is developed or changed or applied over time??
Teacher A does not seem to be very dependent on the textbook. He seems to take the information and
put it on a PPT presentation and then supplement the information with current events and other pictures
or examples that relate to the students’ lives. Does this happen because Teacher A has been teaching for
20 years?
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4th Period – Physics (11th graders) (10:55 Bell Work
In a golf ball problem like yesterdays, how do you attack a problem? What is important? When going
off a cliff at an angle, what is important? How tough is this chapter? How much time have you spent?
17 students
Concepts are “easy” but the math is hard, according to Teacher A
Students have several days to work to prepare for the test that will happen next week (three-day test!)
Video showing how to attack the bell work problems
**What do you need to notice when you are solving the questions
**What to expect for your test next week. Told the students to take a picture of the slide.
Heavy math equations! You need to know which equations to use and when. Have to learn the process
because it can be done differently. How to choose how to solve the problem as the information shows
up differently depending on the problem.
Homework is page 108 #31, 34, 35, 48, 51a, 53
Students spread around the room to work on the problems on the whiteboards. Teacher went around
to talk through the problems with the students individually when they had problems.
“I don’t know how you got that number.” Here the student now talks through their thought process and
Teacher A is able to talk through where they went wrong or how to correct their
thinking/computations.
Think-aloud process goes both ways between student and teacher. ??? Relational. Does this illustrate
the nature of science?
Reflections
Is there value to using the science textbook? Reading and writing like scientist seems secondary to
thinking like a scientist. Learning the vocabulary, symbols, reading text that is not traditionally
words. Think-alouds seem to present themselves differently than “traditionally reading.” Is this
good? Should science include more reading? Or is Teacher A an anomaly? Do other teachers depend so
much on the textbook that a think-aloud would help because students are not understanding the
concepts from simply reading about them in a book?
Finding a balance. Will students who want to continue in science fields going to be prepared for the
amount of writing and reading that will be expected of them in a class like Teacher A? Or is my
knowledge and experience as a science teacher/being in a science classroom very limited? Has science
pedagogy changed? Have expectations of a modern scientist changed? Or do classes like Teacher A
have to prioritize skills (critical thinking, and then reading, and then writing)? I have always believed
these skills are interconnected and dependent upon each other. I believed that reading was the
foundation of all of these skills. Is that different in a class like science where it seems it is more
experiential?
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General/Foundational Science
Specialized Science Courses
Literacy Practices
o Reading
o Writing
o Speaking
Experiencing Science
o Hands-On
o Inquiry
o Phenomenon
Vocabulary
o Barriers
o Building
Science Curriculum
o Shift/Change
o Literacy Integration
o Utilization of
Dichotomy – Reading vs. Experience
Reinforce
Relevant/Current
Differentiation
Reading Strategies
Process/Practice/Time
Content Reading
Model Skills
Passive vs. Active Learning
Scientific Writing
Critical Thinking
o Thinking like a scientist
Purpose of TA
Function of TA
Concept Building
Scientific Nature
Definition of Text
Teacher Prep
o Reading Strategies
o Content Reading
Interdisciplinary
Formal vs. Informal TA
Collaboration
Literacy Perceptions
Continued Education
Making Connections
Balancing Priorities
Experience with TA
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